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Abstract
MECHANISTIC INSIGHTS INTO RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NETWORK
ARCHITECTURE, POLYMERIZATION KINETICS, AND MACROMOLECULAR
PROPERTIES
By
Chang Liu
University of New Hampshire, May 2021
Given the rising of environmental concern, the market of waterborne coating and adhesives has
been constantly growing. Polymer latex particles produced by emulsion polymerization are one
type of important components in their formulations. Thus, to tune mechanical properties of
waterborne coatings and adhesives, one of the common ways is to utilize crosslinkers to form
a macromolecular network structure, as known as “gel”, inside of the polymer latex. A major
challenge to obtain desired properties of the material is how to control macromolecular
architecture, such as sol-gel ratio and crosslinking density. Hence, this dissertation focuses on
the study of predicting and controlling macromolecular network architectures in both bulk
polymerization and emulsion polymerization.
Bulk polymerizations share some similar mechanisms with emulsion polymerization but is
simplified by being a homogeneous single phase reaction environment. Emulsion
polymerization is a heterogeneous reaction environment with reactions in two phases. Due to
the complexity of the emulsion polymerization environment, bulk polymerization is often used
xxi

as a first test environment to simplify and study new reaction systems. Based on our previous
work, a reduced reactivity parameter, Ψ, was introduced and applied to precisely describe the
reactivity of crosslinking sites (pendent vinyl groups from crosslinker monomers). Most of our
prior work used the bulk polymerization environment and here we now also extend to the
emulsion polymerization environment. In addition to crosslinking reaction kinetics, we also
explored macromolecular structure development as predicted by a hybrid Monte Carlo Model.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 significantly extended our previous work. Chapter 3 explored a wide
matrix of monomer-crosslinker pairs of varied molecular size and revealed a stronger
understanding of the relationship between resulting Ψ values and the structures of each
monomer-crosslinker pair. In Chapter 4, another mechanistic factor, reactivity ratio between
the crosslinker and the main monomer, was also introduced. This chapter studied how both
contributions, Ψ and reactivity ratio, influence the eventual crosslinking reaction. All
polymerizations were conducted via bulk polymerization in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4.
Emulsion polymerization is a heterophase polymerization and their polymers are known as
“products by process”. Here, we fed the monomer mixture to the reaction in a semi-batch mode,
and therefore, Chapter 5 mainly studied the influence of the monomer feeding profile on gel
formation during emulsion polymerization. A relationship was observed that higher feeding
rate can cause higher gel content. This was found to be explained by the dominance of a “micro
loop” formation, an intramolecular first order reaction between the chain end radical and its
own pendent vinyl group, when the unreacted free monomer concentration was very low (i.e.
with slow monomer feed rate to the reactor). These microloops consumed pendent vinyls
without allowing a crosslinking event to occur. At higher monomer feed rate, the mechanisms
xxii

would start to favor the Ψ and reactivity ratio effects again. This was an important learning on
the balance between favored mechanisms as a function of the polymerization process and
environment.
Chapter 6 is a side but still relevant topic. In this chapter, four different bio-based reactive
surfactants were successfully synthesized. They could be used as stabilizers for emulsion
polymerization. Two of four of reactive surfactants were two different types of bi-functional
surfactants (divinyls, thus also considered crosslinkers). They were proved to not only be able
to stabilize the particles, but also be able to crosslink the particles under certain conditions.
Chapter 6 is a proof-of-concept study and should not be considered completed work.
Nonetheless, it shows great promise for continuation by another student.

xxiii

Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Introduction and Background
1.1.1 Fundamentals of Emulsion and Seeded Emulsion Polymerization
In attempt to meet the large demand of natural rubber, researchers started mimicking the method
of how the rubber tree produces natural rubber. A type of hetero-phase free radical polymerization,
occurring in water as the continuous phase, attracted attention during World War II as natural
rubber latex is an aqueous dispersion of polyisoprene latex particles stabilized by proteinaceous
surfactants. This type of free radical polymerization is called emulsion polymerization. Thus, by
analogy to the natural rubber latex, the product of emulsion polymerization is an aqueous
dispersion of polymer latex particles stabilized with surfactants.
The emulsion polymerization is conducted via a free radical mechanism, so it also follows the
outline mechanism of free radical polymerization. It has four basic mechanisms: initiation,
propagation, chain-transfer reaction, and termination. The unique feature of emulsion
polymerization is that emulsion polymerization has two phases, the aqueous phase as the
continuous phase and the organic phase as either monomer reservoir or main reaction locus.
Emulsion polymerization starts at the water phase. Figure 1.1 and 1.2 both depict the relevant
mechanisms of emulsion polymerization.1 Figure 1.2 depicts specifically how oligomers formed
in the water phase end up being a part of latex particles, while Figure 1.1 provides a whole picture
1

of all possible species during the emulsion polymerization. Although there are four ways to
produce latex particles as depicted in both Figure 1.1 and 1.2, micellar nucleation mechanisms
(Figure 1.1 (c) and (d)) are generally desired in both industry and academia.

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram showing scenarios for nucleation in emulsion polymerization.
Homogeneous nucleation is represented in (a) and (b), which show the phases existing at the onset
of polymerization and limited coagulation of primary particles, respectively with surfactant at a
2

concentration below the CMC. Micellar nucleation is represented in (c) and (d), which show the
phases existing at the onset of polymerization and part way through nucleation, respectively, with
surfactant at a concentration above the CMC. Note that homogeneous nucleation can also occur
when the surfactant concentration is above the CMC. Dashed lines for arrows indicate multiple
processes of the same kind. Reprinted with permission from ref.1. Copyright (2020) American
Chemical Society

Figure 1.2 Fate of aqueous phase oligomeric radicals in emulsion polymerization. The key to
symbols is the same as given in Figure 1.1. Arrows with dashed lines indicate multiple aqueousphase propagation reactions of a growing oligomeric radical with monomer. Dotted lines indicate
that all oligomeric radicals with degrees of polymerization in the range Z to jcrit − 1 are capable
of entry by diffusion into monomer-swollen micelles and already-existing particles. Reprinted with
permission from ref 1. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.
In this introduction, only micellar nucleation mechanisms are discussed. Firstly, the water-soluble
initiator can be triggered (for example by heat) to dissociate generating free radicals. Afterwards,
3

the small fraction of dissolved monomer molecules (for example, styrene and methyl methacrylate)
in the water phase can be initiated and start propagating with other dissolved monomer molecules.
But due to the poor water-solubility of the monomer unit, when the oligomer chain length grows
to a threshold length, commonly called as Z-mer length, the oligomer (Z-mer) will become surfaceactive and work as if surfactants. This length depends on the hydrophilicity of the polar head group
from the initiator and the hydrophobicity of the growing oligomer chain. The Z-mer will try to
either follow the mechanism of Figure 1(c) to attach to the surface of a micelle or follow the
mechanism of Figure 1(d) to attach to the surface of an existing monomer-swollen particle. If a
homopolymerization is conducted, the Z-mer length will be mainly based on the polarity of the
monomer unit. Some Z-mer lengths of common monomers in emulsion polymerization under the
homopolymerization condition are listed in Table 1.1.2 If a copolymerization is conducted, the Zmer will also be highly influenced by the sequence (composition) of the addition of different
monomer units in the aqueous phase. After the surface-active Z-mer grows a little further and
becomes sufficiently hydrophobic, it can then diffuse into either the micelle or existing latex
particles. Then, the polymeric radical can continue to grow (propagation and chain-transfer
reaction) and finally terminate with other radicals inside of the particle. The other possible
mechanisms, including radical exit, radical re-entry and so on, will not be discussed in detail here,
as they do not play significant roles in the work focused on in this thesis.
Alternatively, if there are no existing particles, as shown in Figure 1.1(c), during the micellar
nucleation step, this type of polymerization is called ab-initio emulsion polymerization. When the
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particles produced by emulsion polymerization are used as seed (main polymerization locus), as
shown in Figure 1.1(d), this type of polymerization is called seeded emulsion polymerization. The
purposes of the utilization of the seed can be to produce larger particles with smaller particle size
distribution, to produce multi-phase particles with desired morphology or macromolecular
structure, to reduce production cost, and so on.
Table 1.1 Common Z-mer Length for the Homo-oligomer
Monomer

Z-mer Length (unit)

Styrene (Sty)

2

Methyl Methacrylate (MMA)

4

Butyl Methacrylate (BMA)

2

Methyl Acrylate (MA)

8

Butyl Acrylate (BA)

2

2-Ethylhexyl acrylate (2-EHA)

1

Originally, the appearance of the emulsion polymerization technique was mainly to produce
synthetic rubber (e.g., poly(styrene-co-butadiene)). Nowadays various applications of emulsion
polymerization are recognized, especially in the coating and adhesive industry because of the strict
environment appliance. Increasingly, high value-added applications produced via emulsion
polymerization technique are also a growing field. For example, by decorating the surface of latex
particles, special functionality can be given to the particle, so the particles can be used as sensors
or drug delivery carriers.
5

This introduction focuses on the applications of polymer latex particles in coating and adhesive
industry, because of extensive studies conducted for these applications by both industry and
academia. As described above, polymer latex particles are dispersed in water. To use them as
coating and adhesives, a film formation step is necessary, which is depicted in Figure 1.3 (a).

3

Figure 1.3(b) represents a film formation process with reactive surfactant which will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 5. During the film formation, the water, and other volatile species (e.g.,
unreacted monomer) will evaporate out, and latex particles can get closer to each other and finally
form an applicable film. However, what should be noticed is that a continuous and applicable film
can only be achieved when the film formation occurs under an environmental temperature higher
than the minimum film formation temperature (MFFT). The MFFT is usually determined by the
effective Tg of the “surface-region” of the latex particles.
Different applications in coating and adhesive industry require films with different properties. For
example, as architectural coatings, generally a Tg (0-20 ℃) of polymer latex would be required to
achieve high scratch resistance, but as adhesives, a lower Tg (generally lower than -20℃) would
be required to achieve good tackiness. To meet different requirements from different applications,
the challenge is always to understand the structure-properties relationships and have appropriate
methods to achieve desired latex particle morphology and macromolecular structures.
Morphological control and macromolecular structure control are introduced below as two different
methods/concepts to adjust product properties in various applications. The most important thing
to remember is that these two methods are not exclusive. For example, when there is a change of
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particle morphology, it is highly possible to change the molecular weight and molecular weight
distribution at the same time, because the emulsion polymerization is a complicated and highly
kinetic-controlled system. Any change on one property may result in changes on other properties.

Figure 1.3 Sketches depicting the film formation process of polymer particle dispersions
synthesized using emulsion polymerization performed in the presence of: (a) a low-molar-mass
surfactant and (b) a low concentration of hydrophilic chains synthesized by controlled radical
polymerization (typically ≤2 wt %). Reprinted with permission from ref.3. Copyright (2018)
American Chemical Society
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1.1.2 Property Adjustment by Morphological Control
Specific particle morphologies can be achieved and tuned by changing the reaction condition or
utilizing different types of monomers during the emulsion polymerization. Figure 1.4 shows some
published particle morphologies made by either emulsion polymerization or miniemulsion
polymerization.1

Figure 1.4 Diagrams of cross-sectional areas through the equators of particles illustrating some of
the particle morphologies that have been achieved by methods of emulsion and miniemulsion
polymerization. The letter designations for the polymer phases do not indicate the order in which
the polymers were formed, but only that they are different, immiscible polymers. Reprinted with
permission from ref.1. Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society.
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The particle with more than two polymeric phases is generally called a “composite particle”, like
those shown in Figure 1.4 (a-i). Different polymer phases tend to separate from each other and
favor a composite-particle morphology due to the extremely low mixing entropy when different
polymer phases are mixed. Thus, slight differences between the polymer chemical structure have
tendency to form a multiphase structure. Based on this feature, using multiphase latex particles has
opportunities to outperform the simple polymer blends, because macroscopic polymer blends
typically have a lower level of phase mixing than multiphase latex particles.
A general route of making a multiphase latex particle is to utilize sequential feeding strategy. In
different monomer feeding sequences during the polymerization, the monomer composition can
be adjusted to vary the miscibility, so the equilibrium of morphology can be tuned accordingly. It
is well known that the driving force of the phase separation can be expressed as its overall free
energy of mixing (∆𝐺𝑚 ).
Equation 1.1 𝛥𝐺𝑚 = 𝛥𝐻 − 𝑇𝛥𝑆 + 𝛥𝐺𝑠 + 𝛥𝐺𝑒𝑙
where 𝛥𝐻 can be ignored because every morphology has same mixing enthalpies. As mentioned
above, the entropy term (𝛥𝑆) is too small to be significant. The calculation of 𝛥𝐺𝑒𝑙 can refer to
published papers.4-5 The surface energy term (𝛥𝐺𝑠 ) and elastic energy term (𝛥𝐺𝑒𝑙 ) can be used to
predict the equilibrium morphology, where 𝛥𝐺𝑠 can be expressed as:
Equation 1.2 𝛥𝐺𝑠 =∑𝛾𝑖 𝐴𝑖
where γ can be used to represent the polymer-polymer interfacial tension or polymer-water
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interfacial tension. It can be obtained from experiments or theoretical reports.6-8 Typically, the
interfacial tension can be measured by using pedant drop tensiometry shown in Figure 1.5. The
detailed methodology is described in ref.6. 𝐴𝑖 represents the interface area between two different
phases, e.g., polymer-polymer interface and polymer-water interface.

Figure 1.5 Methodology implemented to estimate γP/W and γCP/W: preparation of solutions at
different (Co)polymer concentrations (A), measurement of ρsolution by pycnometry (B), and
measurement of γsolution/W by pendent drop tensiometry and estimation of γP/W and γCP/W by
extrapolation to 100 wt% (Co)polymer concentration (C). Reprinted with permission from ref.8.
Copyright (2018) American Chemical Society
The overall free energy of mixing is the driving force for the phase separation. The possible
equilibrium morphology structures between two different polymer phases can be envisioned as
Figure 1.6.9 In Figure 1.6, the volumetric ratios of two polymer phases (blue and black) are not
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intended to be equal and the interface between two phases is not drawn. This equilibrium
morphology map shows possible morphologies all the way from a core-shell structure (upper lefthand) to an inverted core-shell structure (bottom right hand). Others in the figure represent infinite
possibilities for hemi-spherical and partially engulfed morphologies.

Figure 1.6 An array of composite latex particles that are in their full equilibrium states. The black
and blue portions of the particles represent the 2 individual polymers. The volumetric ratios of the
two polymers are not intended to be equal in this cartoon. Reprinted with permission from ref.9.
Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society
Although it is not hard to predict or design the equilibrium morphology, especially for the common
polymer systems (e.g., styrene, acrylics and methacrylic), it is very difficult to reach to a fully
phase-separated morphology (equilibrium morphology) because the phase separation process is
highly kinetically controlled. Particles with nonequilibrium morphology are usually achieved.
People also call these nonequilibrium morphology as “kinetic morphology” and call this process
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as “kinetically frozen”. As mentioned above, sequential monomer feeding strategy is commonly
used to produce composite particles. During the first stage of the polymerization, polymer
compositional and molecular characteristics is well-defined. Afterwards, the second polymer will
be polymerized in the presence of the first stage polymer particles by seeded emulsion
polymerization. The composite morphology is formed during the second stage polymerization.

Figure 1.7 Conceptual plot of the degree of polymer−polymer mixing vs effective glass points.
Reprinted with permission from ref.12. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
Even though all composite systems are assumed to have a same driving force to accomplish their
equilibrium morphology, the reaction conditions can highly interfere with the progress of the phase
separation, because the polymer chains from both phases need to diffuse through each other to
achieve an equilibrium morphology, and the phase separation is a dynamic process (timeconsuming). Commonly a non-equilibrium morphology is produced under the reaction condition,
which cannot provide enough mobility of polymer/radical chains from each phase. Even when a
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kinetically favorable condition (e.g., high reaction temperature) is given, there is still a possibility
for producing nonequilibrium morphology because of the low driving force, ∆𝐺𝑚 , for the phase
separation. Both low driving force and low chain/radical diffusion mobility will make the fully
phase separation (equilibrium morphology) too slow to be reached in a practical
experiment/production timescale. Thus, a nonequilibrium morphology somewhere between fully
phase-mixing morphology and fully phase-separated morphology is usually observed in real
experiments/productions. In turn, the infinite possibility of non-equilibrium morphologies is hard
to simply predict by using the basic morphology map like Figure 1.6.
Due to the complexity of predicting the non-equilibrium morphology, scientists have been
devoting themselves to understanding how to predict kinetically controlled morphology changes
with processing variations.10-11 Recently, a former student from our group, Pei Zhang, elucidated
and quantified the contributions of thermodynamic driving force and kinetic diffusive constraints
to polymerization induced phase separation in composite latex particles during seeded emulsion
polymerization. A conceptual plot for the illustration the relationship between the effective glass
transition temperature and the degree of polymer-polymer phase mixing is shown as Figure 1.7.12
Li et al. proposed a nucleation-growth model to describe the morphology evolution from
multilobed particles to dumbbell shape particles and verified the validity by computer simulation
(Figure 1.8). 13
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Figure 1.8 Comparison between experimental images and images from computer simulations.
Reprinted with permission from ref.13. Copyright (2019) Elsevier
Moreover, our group built a comprehensive decision tree flow chart (Figure 1.9) for bespoke
software (KMORPH Software and EQMOPH Software) to predict morphologies with both
concerns of thermodynamic and kinetic effects based on their many years observations and
theoretical experience. As shown in Figure 9, to predict the morphologies, two software are
utilized.14 EQMORPH can determine the equilibrium morphology for a given monomer/polymer
system based on the calculation of overall free energy of mixing. KMORPH cannot only evaluate
whether the radical penetration/diffusion can occur but also calculate the distance that each radical
penetrates after entering the particles for a given reaction condition.15-16 Therefore, based on the
level of penetration/diffusion of the radicals under a given reaction conditions (e.g., reaction
temperature, monomer composition, monomer feeding profile), a corresponding kinetic-based
morphology can be predicted. The validation of the KMORPH model (Figure 1.10) was proved by
the comparison between the real experiment result and the KMORPH simulated result. The
microtomed TEM technique was used to obtain the TEM images of the cross-section of the
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particles after the staining by ruthenium tetroxide. The high agreement between the KMORPH
simulated TEM image and the experimental TEM image showed the accuracy of the simulation
model. Besides, KMORPH computes based on Monte Carlo method, which means all radicals
generated during the polymerization will be tracked, so more comprehensive macromolecular
information can be provided, like molecular weight, molecular weight distribution, radical flux
and so on.

20
Figure 1.9 Decision tree flow chart for predicting morphology development in multiphase latex
particles. Reprinted with permission from ref.14. Copyright (2008) Elsevier.
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Figure 1.10 (a) Simulated; and (b) experimental, TEM photos of microtomed sections showing the
particle morphologies for the experiment with 0% CTA. Dark portions refer to polystyrene (PS)
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stained by ruthenium tetroxide. Reprinted with permission from ref.16. Copyright (2008) WILEY‐
VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
In addition to composite particles, particles that contain one phase of polymer that cannot be made
via free-radical polymerization and another phase of polymer that can be made via conventional
emulsion polymerization are called “hybrid particles”. Hybrid particles are generally made via a
two-step process. Firstly, a stable aqueous dispersion of one phase material that cannot be made
during free-radical polymerization is created. Then in the second step, the common monomer (e.g.,
styrene, methacrylics and acrylics) is polymerized within the dispersed phase formed in the first
step. There are two common hybrid polymer latex systems, hybrid polyurethane (PU) latex and
hybrid alkyd latex. One of main reasons to develop hybrid PU latex is to reduce the cost because
PU itself is much more expensive than the common resin used in painting industry. The increasing
demand for developing hybrid alkyd latex is to reduce the rate of paint drying time but without
losing the auto-oxidative cross-linking benefits.
To achieve properties synergistic of hybrid latex systems, the control of morphology is necessary.
However, because of the unique chemical properties (e.g., alkyd is unsaturated, and PU has strong
hydrogen bonding tendency) and physical properties (e.g., alkyd and PU are very with common
resins), the prediction of morphologies for hybrid latex is more complicated than that of composite
morphologies. There are still various unknown mechanisms contributing to the morphology
formation.
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Figure 1.11 Schematic diagram for the prevention of phase separation by hydrogen bonding
during the polymerization of Hybrid PU system. Reprinted with permission from ref.17. Copyright
(2018) Elsevier.
However, some findings are still helpful when people try to understand the formation of
morphologies of hybrid latex. In PU hybrid system, an inverted core-shell morphology is generally
desired. This is because that when the surface region of the latex is PU-rich, the continuous phase
of a resulting film will be PU-rich as well. Unfortunately, under common reaction conditions in
both industry and academia, the level of phase separation between PU and common resin is poor.
Jiang (from our group) explained this phenomenon resulting from the strong hydrogen bonding
between carbonyl group from common resin (acrylics and methacrylics) and urethane/urea groups
(Figure 1.11). Thus, a non-covalent network structure within the polymer will be formed and in
turn highly impede the diffusion of polymer/radical chains to enhance the level of phase
separation.17 This hypothesis was proved by a post-polymerization annealing process. It was found
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that when a temperature above the hydrogen bonding relaxing temperature is applied, the
thermodynamically favored inverted core-shell structure is allowed to form. A clear Tg peak
showed up in around 120 ℃ after a 150 ℃ annealing process clearly verified this hypothesis
(Figure 1.12). In addition, a comparison between two TEM images taken before and after
annealing process also confirmed his hypothesis (Figure 1.13).

Figure 1.12 DSC plots of the PUD/PMMA hybrid sample. Black curve: cycle 1 of dry film from
“as-reacted” latex. Red curve: cycle 1 of dry film from thermally annealed latex (at 150 ℃) for
90 min. Reprinted with permission from ref.17. Copyright (2018) Elsevier.
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Figure 1.13 Stained microtomed sections of polyurethane (PU)/PMMA hybrid latex particles.28
PU is the dark phase in the particles, PMMA is the light phase. (a) As-polymerized with many
PMMA occlusions. (b) After thermal annealing resulting in an inverted core−shell particle.
Reprinted with permission from ref.17. Copyright (2018) Elsevier.
In terms of the morphology formation within the hybrid alkyd system, Tsavalas found that the
poly(acrylate) radical chains can react to some of the double bonds in the alkyd.18-20 Therefore, a
type of grafted chain can be created in this way. The grafting mechanism can be categorized as
two types, addition through double bond and grafting through chain transfer. Figure 1.14 and 1.15
show these two types of mechanisms. This means that there are three different molecular structure
coexisting within the hybrid alkyd particle. They are ungrafted-alkyd resin, ungrafted acrylic
polymer, and the grafted species. Rationally, the grafted species can play a role as interface material
between other two phases with higher immiscibility. However, the characterization of the
morphology is quite challenge.
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Figure 1.14 Grafting mechanism for addition through double bond. Reprinted with permission
from ref.20. Copyright (2003) Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Figure 1.15 General mechanism for grafting through chain transfer. The allylic radical shown in
(2) is conjugated with double bonds and is quite stable and of low reactivity. Reprinted with
permission from ref.20. Copyright (2003) Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
In addition to two main streams of hybrid latex systems, hybrid bio-based (e.g. different cellulose
and starch) latex system is rising due to the increasing concern of the depletion of fossil fuels.21-22
For example, hybrid starch latex systems have been intensively studied by the Dubé group.21
Figure 16 shows that they studied the morphology changes with starch nanoparticle (SNP) loadings.
People can see when the SNP loading was low (15%), there was a significant amount of pure
acrylic latex particles existing. The particle morphology of hybrid bio-based latex system is also
very difficult to predict because there are too many unknown mechanisms contributing to the
21

morphology formation compared to conventional emulsion polymerization system.

Figure 1.16 Latex particles morphology change with SNP loadings: (a) 15 wt% SNP loading (run
1); (b) 25 wt% SNP loading (run 2); (c) 35 wt% SNP loading (run 3); (d) 45 w % SNP loading
(run 4). Reprinted with permission from ref.21. Copyright (2019) American Chemical Society.
Except composite particles and hybrid particles, inorganic/polymer composite latex particles are
also a main category of product made by emulsion polymerization. One of the main reasons to
create inorganic composites is to help inorganic materials disperse more uniformly in formulated
paints or other plastic materials. The strategy of creating inorganic/polymer composites is similar
to how the hybrid particles are created. Firstly, inorganic materials are dispersed in water to form
a colloidally stable water dispersion. Afterwards, the common monomer for emulsion
polymerization is polymerized on the dispersed inorganic colloidal. Because inorganic materials,
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like gold, silver and silica, are usually rigid, a core-shell structure for the composite particle is
usually favored when the polymer phase is more hydrophilic than the inorganic materials, but a
raspberry/multilobed structure is favored when the polymer phase is more hydrophobic than the
inorganic materials. Neenan et al. (again from our group), developed a route to encapsulate the
photoluminescent pigment with MMA-co-glycidal methacrylate, by way of a simiplified silica
analog (Figure 1.17).23 Figure 1.18 shows that compared to the raw pigment powder, their
encapsulation procedure did not influence the visual color emission even after they blended the
inorganic composite with poly(MMA-co-BA) resin. This indicated a uniformly distribution of their
inorganic composite in the dried film.

Figure 1.17 Scheme for the development of the encapsulation route for the irregularly shaped
pigments. Reprinted with permission from ref.23. Copyright (2015) WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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Figure 1.18 Time lapse images (t=0, 15, 30, and 120 min) of the persistence of photoluminescence
response of the raw dry pigment powder (Blue PL Pigment, center) compared to two composite
films of the encapsulated version of the same Blue PL Pigment in p(MMA-co-BA), (right and left
image sequences). Reprinted with permission from ref.23. Copyright (2015) WILEY‐VCH Verlag
GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
1.1.3 Property Control by Macromolecular Architecture Control
It is common to improve the performance of paints and adhesives by changing the macromolecular
architecture of the polymer latex. Macromolecular architecture represents the characteristics of
polymer, including but not limited to the molecular weight (MW), molecular weight distribution
(MWD), composition/sequence of the polymer chain, gel content, and crosslinking density. All
these characteristics have complicated structure-properties relationship with the final product, so
the final performance of the paints or adhesives are generally improved by adjusting the overall
features of the macromolecular structures in the industry. Another reason for improving product
performance in this way is to save the overall production cost, because when the morphological
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control method is conducted, the production plant may need to use an extra tank to store the welldefined seed latex particles or have to elongate the overall production time in order to create
desired morphology. Thus, it is meaningful to understand and have control over the
macromolecular architecture for the latex product.
It is always challenging to mechanistically understand the macromolecular structure development
during the emulsion polymerization. There are two basic reasons here. It is very difficult to change
only one macromolecular characteristic without changing one another. For example, it is hard to
only change the MW of the sol but without changing the gel content of the latex product, so that
the solid control experiment is hard to establish. Secondly, the characterization in this field is very
challenging. For example, compared to the gel test on the bulk gel made by the polymerization in
bulk or solvent, the characterization of microgel for latex particle usually suffers from the high
error bar and poor reproducibility, because the size of gel in latex product is usually in a submicron
to nanometer range. Moreover, people still lack characterization techniques with high accuracy for
some of the architectural characteristics (e.g., crosslink density, and the ratio of primary cyclization
and secondary cyclization)
However, scientists still have had significant progress on understanding and controlling the
macromolecular structures, and some findings/concepts have been widely accepted and applied by
both academia and industry. Gonzalez et al. found that the gel content of a BA/MMA/MAA
copolymer latex system will decrease significantly with a slight increase of MMA content in the
recipe, like Figure 1.19.24 They explained this observation with five effects: low reactivity of MMA
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radicals, low instantaneous conversion with the increase of MMA content, high reactivity ratio of
MMA to BA, the termination by disproportionation of MMA radicals, and no labile hydrogen on
MMA units. The same research group (POLYMAT) also found that when the instantaneous
conversion is higher, the gel content of acrylate (without crosslinker) emulsion polymerization will
be higher.25 To achieve a higher instantaneous conversion, the easiest way is to slow down the
monomer feeding rate. Although increasing the reaction temperature or increasing initiator
concentration is also able to increase the instantaneous conversion, other critical reaction
parameters (e.g., primary chain length, radical flux, and monomer propagation rate) will be
significantly changed simultaneously, so the corresponding macromolecular structure
development tendency still needed to be studied further.26

Figure 1.19 Final gel content of BA/MMA/MAA copolymer latexes produced with different
BA/MMA ratios at 80 ℃. Reprinted with permission from ref.24. Copyright (2007) American
Chemical Society.
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It is well-known that the latex is the product of processing. The processing method (e.g. monomer
feeding rate) impacts the macromolecular structure development. For example, Lee et al., found
that the cross-linking (gel) was only significant under the condition where monomer was fed fast
during their RAFT-mediated emulsion polymerization system.27 They used a non-linear feeding
profile for their experiment. Monomer was fed at a slow rate for 2h first and then at a fast rate for
the next 3 h. Figure 1.20 clearly shows that the MWD broadening that indicates the
branches/network formation only happened after the fast-feeding profile was applied.
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Figure 1.20 Top and middle show the evolution of the molecular weight distribution in the
emulsion polymerization of n-butyl methacrylate using set 2 P[(MAA-co-MMA)-b-PBMA] macromonomers as stabilizers. (top) Reaction MM-2, samples taken at reaction times 30, 60, 120, 150,
180, 210, 240, and 300 min, from left to right. (middle) Reaction MM-3, samples taken at reaction
times 30, 60, 90, 120, 180, 210, 240, and 300 min, from left to right. (bottom) Molecular weight
as a function of monomer conversion for MM-2 and MM-3 reactions. MM-2 Mn (black triangle),
Mp (black circle), and Mn(theory) (black dashed line). MM-3 Mn (red open triangle), Mp (red open
circle), and Mn(theory) (red dotted line). Reprinted with permission from ref.27. Copyright (2020)
American Chemical Society.
Except the fundamental study in this area, some structure-properties relationships have been
pictured, so their findings can be used to guide the “R&D” stage in the industry. 2-EHA/BA/acid
monomer system are widely applied in the industry of pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA). PSA
properties (e.g., peel strength, tackiness, and shear resistance) will change based on the monomer
composition changes. Scientist found that the gel content increases with the content of 2-EHA.2829

Although the shear strength can be improved when 2-EHA content is higher resulting a higher

cohesive strength from a higher gel content, the tackiness and peel resistance are significantly
weakened by increasing the 2-EHA content also due to a stronger cohesive strength. In addition,
more complicated PSA systems were comprehensively studied. 30 Lili et al. manipulated the chain
transfer agent (NDM) and crosslinker (AMA) concentration to modify the macromolecular
structures of PSA (MMA/BA/AA). Due to the higher complexity of their system, three conceptual
macromolecular structures were proposed as shown in Figure 1.21. Three different
macromolecular structures could be obtained by changing the AMA concentration and NDM
concentration in the recipes. In addition, they found that utilizing higher concentrations of both
AMA and NDM could be able to produce latex with similar gel content but with smaller MW
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between crosslink points (Mc) and sol Mw, compared to the latex produced at lower concentrations
of both AMA and NDM. Some study on structure-properties were also conducted by them. They
found that there was an inversed trend of peel strength with the acid content when a lower level of
NDM was loaded, compared to a higher level of NDM was used. Furthermore, the recipe with
higher NDM loading has better overall performance, compared to its counterpart with lower NDM
loading. Some of their results were shown in Figure 1.22 and 1.23.
The last but not the least, it should be remembered that usually both strategies, the morphological
control, and the macromolecular architecture control, are usually dependent. Changing the
morphology will generally change the macromolecular architecture, like Mw and MWD,
simultaneously, and vice versa. This is not only the challenge of doing research on emulsion
polymerization, but also the fun of doing research in this area.

Figure 1.21 Scheme for three different crosslinked macromolecular architecture. Reprinted with
permission from ref.30. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.
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Figure 1.22 Influence of AA on PSA performance at a CTA concentration of 0.4 phm NDM.
Reprinted with permission from ref.30. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society

Figure 1.23 Influence of AA on PSA performance at a CTA concentration of 0.2 phm NDM.
Reprinted with permission from ref.30. Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.
1.2 Organization of This Dissertation
Examples of research progress and importance of controlling macromolecular architectures has
been discussed above. To explore important and remaining unknowns on this topic, this thesis will
focus on three key parameters that guide mechanisms toward control of macromolecular
architecture development: the local chemically controlled reaction rate coefficients for attack of
the pendent double bond, the influence on the onset of gel formation on overall gel development
(by reactive ratios in the copolymerization), and the influence and dominance of different
mechanistic routes as a function of semi-batch monomer feed rate to the reaction.
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Before the results and discussion on these topics, a comprehensive experimental section will be
presented as Chapter 2. In this Chapter, experimental techniques and introduction of instruments
used for the characterizations will be illustrated so that the reader can understand the fundamentals
of our experimental settings and characterization methods.
Our group had successfully illustrated that how the steric hinderance on the pendant vinyl groups
of crosslinker influence the reaction kinetics and network formation under a bulk polymerization
condition experimentally and computationally. To precisely simulate the copolymerization
between methacrylates and ethylene glycol dimethacylate (EGDMA) as crosslinker by a hybrid
Monte Carlo method, a so-called “reduced reactivity parameter”, Ψ, has to be included to help
describe the reactivity of the pendent vinyl groups of the crosslinker. Two papers with this same
topic have been published.31-32 A significant expansion of the matrix of comonomer pairs was
developed with lead to significant new findings on this topic and is contained in Chapters 3 and 4.
In Chapter 3 a matrix of experiments was conducted to mainly answer the following questions: 1.
Can crosslinking polymerization still occur when the side chain from adjacent mono-vinyl species
is significantly longer than the side chain of crosslinkers? 2. How will the reaction kinetics and
macromolecular structures change when a longer dimethacrylate crosslinker (e.g. EGDMA vs
Hexanediol dimethacrylate) is applied? Chapter 4 will discuss how the changes of reactivity ratio
between the main monomer and crosslinkers will influence the network development because it is
common to use crosslinkers with different reactive groups compared to methacrylate in both
industry and academia. This focuses on what point in the polymerization the onset of gel is
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observed, and what is the consequence of that on the remaining reaction.
As discussed in the introduction parts, gel formation during the seeded emulsion polymerization
has critical effect on the properties of the corresponding dry film. The extremely low monomer
concentration in the reaction loci is the biggest mechanistic difference of gel formation between
seeded emulsion polymerization and bulk polymerization (discussed in Chapter 3 and 4). A
common way to control the monomer concentration during the seeded emulsion polymerization is
to manipulate the monomer feeding profiles. Thus, Chapter 5 focus on exploring how the
processing profiles influence the gel formation of a butyl methacrylate-EGDMA copolymerization
via seeded emulsion polymerization. To mechanistically understand the fundamentals of the gel
formation process in our experiments, a series of simulations was conducted by a kMC simulation
package developed within our group.
It is easy to forget the heterogeneity of the particles. This type of morphology is attribute to the
differences between the particle interior and the particle surfaces due to the colloid stabilizing
groups (e.g., adsorbed surfactant or covalently bonded hydrophilic monomers). Surfactants (SDS)
are commonly used to stabilize particles both in industry and academia. However, the usage of
surfactants can bring the negative effects on the product properties (e.g., lower mechanical strength
and higher water whitening rate). To overcome this issue, some bio-based reactive surfactants were
synthesized. Unlike common reactive surfactants that only stabilize the particles, these reactive
surfactants were designed to not only be able to stabilize the particles but also be able to crosslink
the particles. This work is presented in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2 Experimental and Analytical Methods

2.1 Polymerization in Bulk
In Chapter 3 and 4, polymer samples were prepared by polymerization in bulk. However, two types
of bulk polymerizations, polymerization in glass tube and polymerization by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC), were conducted for each monomer-crosslinker pair. The former can generate
enough materials for the gel testing, but the later can record the polymerization kinetics more
precisely than the former one.
When polymerization is conducted in the DSC cell, the heat flow change resulting from the
polymerization can be tracked precisely by DSC (the addition of monomer is exothermic). A
general raw DSC signal, heat flow versus time, is shown in Figure 2.1. The free radical
polymerization of vinyl monomers is an exothermic reaction, so the kinetics of the polymerization
can be converted by the enthalpic value of the area above the heat flow baseline at any given
reaction time divided by the total area above the baseline. A general converted plot is shown as
Figure 2.2. Due to the high sensitivity of DSC, the polymerization kinetics can be measured
precisely with high reproducibility.
A general polymerization procedure is to add approximate 20 mg of monomer solution with AIBN
as initiator to an aluminum DSC pan (TA Instruments) under a N2 protection. Then the filled DSC
pan was hermetically sealed and transferred to the DSC (TA Instruments Q2000). The DSC was
set to equilibrate (the quickest heating rate) at 70 ℃, then held at 70 ℃ for sufficient time to
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conclude the reaction (generally 140 mins), and then cooled back down to room temperature.
Although the DSC polymerization can provide very precise kinetic data, only a very small amount
of polymer can be generated for each run. Therefore, capillary “tube” polymerization was applied
to make enough material for the gel test. As shown in Figure 2.3, capillary tubes filled with
monomer solution (approximately 0.5 g) and N2 were immersed in a 70 ℃ water bath. During the
polymerization, 2 tubes were periodically taken out of the water bath and quenched within iced
water to stop the reaction. Therefore, gel evolution data could be recorded after the gel test from
these samples with higher mass than the DSC pans. The total reaction time (the time when the last
2 tubes were taken out), can be estimated by the conversion data given by the corresponding DSC
polymerization.
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Sample: CL2-23 BMA+1%DVB
Size: 20.0000 mg
Method: IsoThermalMode

DSC

File: D:...\raw dsc data\CL2-23 BMA+1%DVB.001
Operator: AT
Run Date: 10-Jun-2018 13:45
Instrument: DSC Q2000 V24.11 Build 124
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Figure 2.1 DSC signal, heat flow over time, for the copolymerization of BMA with 1wt% DVB by
DSC.
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Figure 2.2 Reaction kinetics plot for the copolymerization of BMA with 1%DVB by DSC.

Figure 2.3 Scheme for the experimental setup of “tube” polymerization.
2.2 Emulsion Polymerization Reaction
In this thesis, a procedure to obtain latex with a desired particle size has two steps. The first step
is to make a “seed” latex. The seed latex can be used as-is from an ab-initio emulsion
polymerization. But the particle size of latex from an ab-initio reaction is generally uncontrolled
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and has a large particle size distribution, which is not desired. Thus, seed latex can also be prepared
by the sequentially growth of the latex particles generated by an ab-initio emulsion polymerization.
The monomer and polymer made at this step are called second stage monomer and second stage
polymer, respectively. The latex produced in this step will be used as the final product. Most
characterizations were conducted on the final product. In our experiments, recipes were designed
to avoid the formation of secondary particles (beyond the particles produced in the ab-initio seed
step) in the second stage polymerization. Thus, the particle size for the product can be estimated
based on the stage ratio (SR) and the particle size of the seed. Equation 2.1 expressed the
relationship of these parameters as follows:
𝑚

Equation 2.1 𝑆𝑅 = 𝑚 2𝑛𝑑 =
𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑

𝑅 3 −𝑟 3
𝑟3

where 𝑚2𝑛𝑑 and 𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 represent the mass of second stage monomer and the mass of the seed
polymer, respectively. R and r represent the radius of second stage latex and seed latex, respectively.
The typical setups for both ab-initio and seeded emulsion polymerization are very similar. They
both were conducted with a setup shown in the Figure 2.4. Depending on the reaction scale, the
volume of the 3-neck jacketed reactor could be 125 ml, 250ml (shown in the Figure 2.4) or 1L.
The hot water was circulated in the jacket-layer of the reactor by a water pump set at 70 ℃. To
eliminate the material loss from the evaporation, a condenser was attached to the reactor. To
prevent the reaction retardation caused by oxygen, all reactions were run under the protection by
N2. The N2 flow rate was maintained at low flow rate (2-3 bubbles per sec). This rate can ensure
that the N2 flow will not blow the monomer and water vapor out of the condenser.
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Figure 2.4 Scheme for the experimental setup for the seeded emulsion polymerization.
There are mainly two differences between ab-initio and seeded emulsion polymerization in terms
of their experimental procedures. Unlike Figure 2.4, there is no seed latex presence in an ab-initio
reaction. A typical 20wt% solid recipe for an ab-initio emulsion polymerization is shown in Table
2.1. Here, unlike the procedure of seeded emulsion polymerization, 10% of the total monomer will
be added as a shot at the beginning of the polymerization. In this case, 3.95 g of monomer will be
added as a shot, and the rest of monomer will be fed at a given fed rate into the reactor 30 min
after the reaction starts. However, in terms of the seeded emulsion polymerization, all monomer
will be fed into the reactor by a syringe pump.
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Typically, when monomer feeding is complete, both seeded and ab-initio emulsion polymerization
were maintained at 70℃ for 1-2 additional hours to consume as much of the residual monomer as
possible. During the total reaction time, intermediate samples were taken out of the reactor
periodically. Gravimetric analysis on the intermediate samples can provide the reaction kinetics.
Other characterizations on the intermediate samples can provide the evolution of certain properties
(e.g., particle size evolution and gel content evolution)
Table 2.1 Typical Recipe for an ab-initio emulsion polymerization
Reagent
water

Mass (g)
159.24

SDS

0.8

KPS

0.46

Total
Monomer

39.5

Total

200

Typically, all emulsion polymerizations were monitored by gravimetric analysis to provide kinetics.
The procedure for the gravimetric analysis is as follows. Firstly, a few flakes of hydroquinone were
used to quench the intermediate sample right after they were taken out of the reactor. After the
quenched sample cooled down (in the fridge or in ice-water bath), samples were weighed and then
dried in the oven. Because monomer and water are volatile, but polymer is not, the dried sample
will only contain SDS, KPS, seed polymer, and converted second stage polymer. After weighing
the dried sample again, the fractional conversion at any corresponding intermediate time can be
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easily calculated based on the reaction recipe and monomer feeding rate.
Monitoring kinetics can help evaluate if the reaction proceeded as expected. For example, most
emulsion polymerizations in this thesis should be under a “starved” condition. “Starved” condition
means that the instantaneous conversion of monomer is very high, so the concentration of residual
monomer (Cp) in the reactor at any point in time is very low. Commonly, the benchmark of Cp for
a “starved” condition is <1 mol/L (where L refers to the volume of the particle phase, not
considering the aqueous phase).
2.3 Characterization Method
2.3.1 CHDF for Particle Size Measurement
In this thesis, all particle size data were measured by a CHDF 2000 instruments. Compared to light
scattering methods (e.g., DLS), CHDF can provide more precise particle size data and distribution
data. Capillary hydrodynamic fractionation (CHDF) is the method this instrument uses to measure
particle size. The basic concept of this fractionation method is shown in Figure 2.5. This method
takes advantages of fluid flow velocity gradients to fractionate particles based on particle sizes
along a long capillary flow path. In Figure 2.5, solid circles represent latex particles with different
particle size. Obviously, the larger velocity vectors are applied on the larger particles, so the larger
particles can exit the capillary sooner than smaller particles. When the particles exit the capillary,
they will be detected by a UV detector. Thus, the elution time for the latex sample can be recorded.
In addition, sodium benzoate was used as a marker for the end of elution time for each run.
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Before running the latex sample, the elution time of some standards (e.g., polystyrene particles)
with known particle sizes will also be recorded, so a calibration curve can be made based on the
elution time for standards. Thus, the CHDF instruments can estimate the particle size of the latex
sample wanted based on the calibration curve.
The procedure of sample preparation is as follows. 1-3 drops of latex, depending on the polymer
type and polymer solid content of the latex, were added into a 2 ml sample vials. Then the vial
with latex sample will be filled by DI water. Afterwards, the samples were run in an autosampler.
The marker solution is a 0.03wt% sodium benzoate solution in DI water.

Figure 2.5 Laminar flow in a capillary and exposed velocity vectors on particles with different
size.
2.3.2 Gel Test
2.3.2.1 Gel test for bulk polymer
Approximately 1 mL of the solution with the monomer, the required amounts of crosslinker, and
AIBN was placed into glass ampules (o.d. ∼ 5 mm and i.d. ∼3 mm). After freezing (-78 °C) using
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an acetone-dry ice bath, the ampules were torch sealed under vacuum. The ampules were immersed
in the water bath at 70 °C to initiate the polymerization.
For each sample time interval, one ampule was analyzed for monomer conversion using
gravimetric analysis and the results were compared with those obtained from DSC experiments.
Both sets of experimental results were in strong agreement. Another ampule was used to obtain
the sol, gel and swelling ratio which could then be obtained for a given reaction time from one
experiment. The glass ampules were broken, and the viscous polymer-monomer solution was
weighted and recorded as M0. Then the viscous solution was transferred to a container with ∼100fold excess (by weight) toluene. The sample was kept being immersed in the toluene for 1-2 days,
dependent on the Tg of the polymer, to make the gel be swollen by toluene as much as they can.
Typically, when EMA, MMA or Sty was used as monomer, their polymer-monomer sample need
to be immersed in toluene for 2 days.
After that, the toluene-swollen gel was filtered out by a stainless-steel mesh. The mesh was simply
tipped in order to remove the additional residual toluene. The extracted gel sample was weighted
again, recorded as M1, and then transferred into an oven as soon as possible to minimize the
evaporation of toluene. The extracted gel sample was dried in the oven for 2 days. The mass of the
dried gel sample was weighted and recorded as M2.
The swelling ratio (SW) can be calculated based on the equation as follows:
Equation 2.2 𝑆𝑊 =

𝑀1 −𝑀2
𝑀1
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The gel content (GC) can be calculated based on the equation as follows:
𝑀

Equation 2.3 𝐺𝐶 = 𝑀2
0

Figure 2.6 A flow chart for the procedure of gel test on bulk polymers.
2.3.2.2 Centrifuge method for the microgel measurement
Gel formed during the emulsion polymerizing generally has a size in the range of nanometer. Thus,
the method mentioned above could not be successfully pursued, because it is hard to find a suitable
mesh or filter paper. Given this, a centrifuge method was applied. Instead of the toluene, acetone
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was chosen as solvent here. The method takes advantages of the solubility of sol polymer, so the
sol portion can stay in a solution state after the centrifugation, but the gel can be centrifuged out
and aggregated at the bottom of centrifuge tubes due to its insolubility in any good solvent. Figure
2.7 shows a typical observation for the sample after the centrifugation if gel existed in the sample.
The only concern of this method is that the swelling ratio provided by this method may not
represent the largest swelling ratio the gel can reach to, because the solvent in the swollen gel may
be partially reduced during the centrifugation.
The detailed procedure was shown in Chapter 5.

Figure 2.7 A cartoon for the gel separated out after the centrifugation.
2.3.2.3 AFFFF method for the microgel measurement
A recently developed method of AFFFF for gel test was also applied in Chapter 5 to confirm the
accuracy of gel data. All AFFFF measurements were done at Dow Chemical, Inc., Collegeville,
PA. AFFFF instrument uses a good solvent for the polymer as a carrier solution. In this thesis, a
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mixture of THF/FA (100/5 v/v ratio of THF and formic acid) was used as carrier solution.
Larger molecular weight polymer is generally dissolved more slowly than smaller
polymer/oligomers in the solvent, and gel itself cannot be dissolved in the solvent. Given this, as
shown in Figure 2.8, small molecules and linear or branched polymer will be dissolved and
removed from the channel by a cross flow, but the larger the gel molecule is, the longer time they
can stay in the channel. The AFFFF instrument has two different detectors: refractive index
detector and a light scattering detector.
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Figure 2.8 Sol and gel exposed to a channel flow and a cross flow.

Two typical AFFF plots obtained by the refractive index (RI) detector and the light scattering
(LS) detector were shown in Figure 2.9. The RI detector can detect both small/soluble
molecules and gel/insoluble molecules, but LS data only shows the responses from
gel/insoluble parts. The peaks at 11-24 min in RI plot were assigned for soluble polymer, and
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the peaks at 24-40 min were assigned as peaks for microgel.

Figure 2.9 (a) Examples for the AFFFF plot obtained by the refractive index detector and (b) the
light scattering detector.
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Chapter 3 Free Radical Co-polymerization With Divinyl
Methacrylate Cross-Linkers: Effect of Alkyl Methacrylate Side
Groups on the Reactivity of Pendent Vinyl Group

3.1 Abstract

Copolymers of a homologous series of mono-methacrylate monomers with a homologous series
of di-methacrylate crosslinkers were prepared under free-radical, bulk polymerization conditions.
Their molecular structure development was studied both by experiments and a computationally
efficient hybrid Monte-Carlo Simulation. The objective of this research is to evaluate the influence
of alkyl side chain size in the mono-methacrylate monomers as well as the alkyl spacer length
within the di-methacrylates on polymerization kinetics and topological network structure
development. The level of influence on these for each monomer-crosslinker pair was evaluated by
a reduced reactivity parameter, Ψ. It was found that the alkyl side chain length of the main
backbone monomers dominates the influence on Ψ value more than the alkyl spacer chain length
effect from crosslinkers. For the same main monomer, changing the type of crosslinker used in the
reaction did not significantly change its Ψ value. There are two possible explanations for this
phenomenon. Firstly, macroradicals attack crosslinker pendent double bonds through a space
dense with structure, where the overall dynamic conformation of the polymer is dominated by the
major monomeric unit rather than the crosslinker unit. Thus, it is possible that the content of
crosslinker is too low to significantly affect the Ψ. Secondly, all crosslinker molecules we tested
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are long enough to obtain flexibility, so simply extending their linear alkyl spacer length further
may not significantly change the steric hinderance around their pendent double bonds. However,
from the main monomer perspective, we observed a very important trend. Ψ was found to be
influenced by the side chain alkyl length differently in three different regions. For very short side
chain length (1-4 carbons), less than the persistence length of polyethylene, Ψ was fairly linearly
correlated and decreased with increasing alkyl length. The next region (4-6 carbons) Ψ was
observed to smoothly reduce to a plateau, yet then abruptly dropped to a significantly lower Ψ.
That Ψ remained unchanged with longer alkyl chain length (8-12). We interpret this dramatic drop
in Ψ in these regions to be first a crowding effect once the main monomer alkyl side chain becomes
similar in bulk to the crosslinker and also a length that can start to conform into more 3dimensional space, now beyond the persistence length. These longer and more flexible main
monomer side chains not only lead to more crowding of the pendent crosslinker vinyl, but it can
also obstruct the radical on the chain-end of an attacking macroradical from another polymer chain
reducing the probability for a crosslinking reaction to occur.
3.2 Introduction

Divinyl monomers like diacrylates and dimethacrylates are frequently used as crosslinkers in freeradical polymerizations to produce a macroscopic infinite network architecture.33 The polymer
materials made by copolymerizations with crosslinkers are widely applied in diverse products,
such as contact lenses, adhesives, dentistry, construction coatings, cell culture and wearable
electronics.34-39 The properties of these polymers, such as viscosity, solvent resistance and
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elasticity are dependent on the crosslinking density of the gel and its fraction relative to the whole
polymer material.
Free-radical polymerization kinetics are generally governed by both chemical and diffusional
contributions. The complexity of simulating free-radical polymerization involving divinyl groups
mainly comes down to the description of diffusion-controlled mechanisms involving long chainlong chain interactions, which are highly chain-length dependent. A wellknown example of this is
the ‘Trommsodorff gel effect’ in diffusion-controlled free-radical termination reactions and the
resulting auto-acceleration of the propagation reaction rate.40-42 It is impossible to describe the
complete mechanism of crosslinking reactions without considering diffusion-controlled element.
However, the influence of the crosslinking capable monomer on purely chemical reaction rate
constants and mechanisms has largely been unstudied in the field. This work has shown this to be
equally important to the overall mechanism and in fact critical to being able to predict the whole
kinetic and macromolecular architecture development pathways. In free radical polymerization,
and most specifically by emulsion polymerization, the comonomer mole fraction of the crosslinker
is typically less than 5% which has mostly led to researchers neglecting its direct contribution to
kinetics in the more dilute region of ‘chemical control’ at the very beginning of the reaction.
Formal propagation rate constants by direct analytical determination are not available for these
divinyl monomers. Our group has developed a technique to extract these rate constants and
contributions, captured in a reactivity parameter (Ψ) which relates to a particular system’s access
to the crosslinker’s pendent vinyl group during copolymerization.31
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The Kinetic Monte Carlo method

43-44

for simulating copolymerizations with crosslinkers is

powerful because every reactive species in the simulation volume can be easily tracked and
recorded. Thus, both chemical-controlled and diffusion-controlled reaction rates can be easily
calculated to give an accurate description of the total copolymerization at any given simulation
time. In our prior work, a homologous series of methacrylates with a range of n-alkyl ester chain
lengths from methyl to hexyl were simulated, and compared to our experimental versions, when
they were copolymerized with ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA).31-32 Our simulation
results were validated by comparing with various experimental data, including reaction kinetics,
gel point, sol-gel fraction, and the swelling ratio in a specific solvent. Matsumoto presented that
the pendent vinyl groups, as known as, residual vinyl groups from crosslinkers incorporated into
the polymer chains, have an reduced reactivity which might be one of the reasons for the
depression of gel point compared to what the theoretical Flory and Stockmayer model would
predict.45-47 Our group quantified this effect and showed that if a reduced reactivity factor (Ψ)
describing the reduction of reactivity of a pendent vinyl group was estimated correctly, compared
to its reactivity as a free monomer, an accurate simulation could be conducted. We also found that
the value of Ψ is related to the steric hinderance generated by the surrounding environment along
the polymer backbone. The value of Ψ decreases with the increase of the side ester chain length
from methyl to hexyl.32
However, two important main questions remained. The first one will be if we still can correctly
estimate Ψ to get an accurate simulation when the ester side chain is significantly longer than the
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pendent side chain of crosslinkers (and the pendent reactive vinyl group), for example with a
copolymerization of lauryl methacrylate (LMA) and EGDMA. Furthermore, we can similarly
consider the length of the alkyl spacer groups in dimethacrylate crosslinkers to influence the
accessibility of the pendent vinyl group and thus on observed gel point and network structure.48-51
The second question then becomes, which is the predominate effect on the Ψ value change
between different monomer-crosslinker pairs? More specifically, can we develop an understanding
of all contributions to the effective accessibility and apparent reactivity of the pendent vinyl from
both main monomers and crosslinkers towards a better understanding of the mechanisms behind a
predictive Ψ value.
To probe these questions, seven n-alkyl methacrylates were copolymerized both experimentally
and computationally with one of four dimethacrylates as crosslinkers. A matrix was derived from
a total of twenty-eight different copolymerizations to deeply investigate and evaluate the level of
influence of the ester side chain from monovinyl monomer and spacer size within crosslinkers on
the Ψ value change.
3.3 Simulation Details

While I used the simulation program to compare to my experimental work, I did not develop the
code (this was done by a postdoc in our laboratory). Details on the simulation development itself
has been published, but the focus of this chapter is on the experimental aspects.31-32
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3.4 Experimental Details
3.4.1 Materials

Methyl Methacrylate (MMA), Ethyl Methacrylate (EMA) and Butyl Methacrylate (BMA) were
purchased from Acros Organics. Hexyl Methacrylate (HMA), Octyl Methacrylate (OMA), Decyl
Methacrylate (DMA) and Lauryl Methacrylate (LMA) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. All
of these monomers except OMA and DMA were purified by passing them through a column
packed with Aluminum Oxide powder (from Fisher Scientific) prior to use. OMA and DMA were
used as received. Crosslinkers Ethylene Glycol Dimethacrylate (EGDMA), Butanediol
Dimethacrylate

(BDDMA),

Hexanediol

Dimethacrylate

(HDDMA)

and

Decanediol

Dimethacrylate (DDDMA) were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich and then used as received.
AIBN (from Acros Organics) and Toluene (from Fisher Scientific) were used as received.
3.4.2 Polymerization Kinetics Using DSC

The detailed procedure was shown in Chapter 2. Table 3.1 shows all monomer-crosslinker pairs
tested in this study. For each monomer-crosslinker pair, except any monomer-DDDMA pair, two
different crosslinker concentrations (1wt% and 0.3wt%) were applied to confirm the accuracy of
simulation results. Because of the higher molecular weight of DDDMA, 0.3wt% DDDMA results
in a very low equimolar % in the system to compare to other cases. To increase the comparability
of experimental and computational data, 1wt% and 2wt% of DDDMA concentrations were applied
for monomer-DDDMA pairs. All 24 monomer-crosslinker pairs are listed in Table 3.1
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Table 3.1 Monomer-crosslinker pairs studied in this paper.
EGDMA

BDDMA

HDDMA

DDDMA

MMA

MMA/EGDMA MMA/BDDMA MMA/HDDMA MMA/DDDMA

BMA

BMA/EGDMA

BMA/BDDMA

BMA/HDDMA

BMA/DDDMA

HMA

HMA/EGDMA

HMA/BDDMA

HMA/HDDMA

HMA/DDDMA

OMA

OMA/EGDMA

OMA/BDDMA

OMA/HDDMA

OMA/DDDMA

DMA

DMA/EGDMA

DMA/BDDMA

DMA/HDDMA

DMA/DDDMA

LMA

LMA/EGDMA

LMA/BDDMA

LMA/HDDMA

LMA/DDDMA

3.5 Results and Discussion
3.5.1 Approach for determining Ψ value and its error range

In Figure 3.1, the reproducibility test for either experimental BMA or HMA with 1wt% EGDMA
copolymerization is presented for examples. It clearly suggests that even though the reproducibility
of experimental copolymerization kinetic result is high, there is still some error between run to run.
As we mentioned above, a Ψ value for a particular monomer-crosslinker was obtained by fitting
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the experimental data with the simulation data. Therefore, an inherent error exists from trial to trial
experimentally and will ultimately contribute to error in the Ψ value obtained.
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Conversion

80%

60%

40%
HMA-1wt%EGDMA try1
HMA-1wt%EGDMA try2
BMA-1wt%EGDMA try1
BMA-1wt%EGDMA try2

20%

0%
0

20
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60

80

100
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Figure 3.1 The reproducibility of experimental conversion plots for BMA and HMA with 1wt%
EGDMA system.
Given this, it is important to establish an appropriate error range estimation for each Ψ value.
This could provide a better way to statistically analyze the difference between different Ψ values.
Here an example of the Ψ value determination for HMA-EGDMA system is presented in Figure
3.2. After each hypothetical Ψ is pre-selected, a corresponding simulated kinetic plot can be
achieved. The conversion at a given time, t, was denoted as Conv_t. After that, the sum of error
square, (Conv_t_exp - Conv_t_sim)2 , where Conv_t_exp and Conv_t_sim are the experimental
conversion and simulated conversion at time t, respectively, can be calculated. A polynomial
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regression was used to fit the plot of error square over the hypothetical Ψ value, as shown in
Figure 3.2 (a). The minimum value in the polynomial regression curve was picked as the Ψ for
the given monomer-crosslinker pair. The error range of Ψ was taken as the range at 2-times the
minima y-value to show the breadth. In other word, if the error plot (e.g., Figure 3.2 (b)) is shallow,
a wide error range would be given, and vice versa.
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Figure 3.2 (a) the comparison between the simulated kinetic data with the different hypothetical
𝛹 values and the corresponding experimental kinetic plot (HMA-1wt%EGDMA system), and (b)
the resulting error plot.
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3.5.2 Influence alkyl chain length on the polymerization kinetics with crosslinker

Scheme 3.1 Depiction of relative size of methacrylates and dimethacrylates used in this study.
As shown in the Scheme 3.1, although the linear alkyl side chain lengths of main monomers were
varied from MMA to HMA in our previous work, the longest alkyl side chain then, for the
monomer HMA, was comparable to the EGDMA crosslinker itself. Here, we extend the work
through to LMA to study the crosslinking polymerization kinetics when the size of main monomer
is significantly longer than the crosslinker molecule.
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Figure 3.3 Conversion plot comparison between the LMA homopolymerzation and the
copolymerization of LMA with 0.3 or 1 wt%EGDMA. (Solid lines represent experimental data;
dotted lines represent simulated data.)
In Figure 3.3, LMA copolymerized with EGDMA was chosen as a showcase because the size
difference (as depicted in Scheme 3.1) between this monomer-crosslinker pair is the largest among
all monomer-crosslinker pairs. In this case, it still clearly shows that the reaction rate of LMA
copolymerized with EGDMA was faster than that of the LMA homopolymerization. While we had
wondered if the bulk of the LMA side chain may cause issues with an incoming macroradical
accessing the EGDMA pendent vinyl, this indicates that it is still available and involved in network
reactions. As observed in all prior cases, the crosslinking reaction accelerates the kinetics
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compared to the pure LMA case. As a macroradical attack is through space, the flexible long side
alkyl chain of LMA cannot spatially block all routes to access the pendent vinyl groups of EGDMA.
Correspondingly, using the method described in the previous section, the Ψ value for the LMAEGDMA pair was calculated to be 0.262 ± 0.012. With this single Ψ value, various simulation
plots at different comonomer ratios of LMA and EGDMA fit our experimental conversion plots
very well. It is important to note that the Ψ value for LMA-EGDMA is significantly smaller than
any Ψ value reported in our previously studied system, where the smallest Ψ value, 0.474 ± 0.008,
was for the HMA-EGDMA pair. Because the Ψ value is dominated by entropic factors where
neighboring structure in the reaction space influences accessibility of the crosslinker’s pendent
vinyl group, this emphasizes that this impact continues to increase when the alkyl side chain of the
main monomer is significantly longer than the side chain of the crosslinker. A related factor, which
will be described in a later section, is that LMA’s long alkyl side chain can also influence the
probability that an incoming macroradical (with an LMA monomer as the active radical chain end)
will have its own radical obstructed by the chain-end side chain during collision with a pendent
vinyl group from the crosslinker on another chain. Thus, the length and bulk of n-alkyl units in
both co-monomers, as well as the attacking macroradical on a separate chain, all contribute to the
resulting Ψ value.
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3.5.3 Influence of side chain length from main monomers on kinetics in crosslinking reaction

In this section, an extended series of alkyl methacrylate main monomers with different chain
lengths were applied for deeper understanding of that how the alkyl side chain length from main
monomers affects the crosslinking reactions.
The Ψ values are indeed affected by side alkyl chain length from main monomer nearby, but the
trend is not continuous. Instead, it appears to have regions of different trends. After obtaining all
Ψ values by fitting our experimental data, the global trend of the change of Ψ values with the
increasing alkyl side chains was drawn in Figure 3.4, where the C-C bond length was taken as 1.54
Å. The alkyl chain length of MMA was normalized to 0, as there is no C-C bond on its side chain.
All Ψ values and their error ranges are listed in Table 3.2. The results in Table 4 clearly show that
the Ψ value is unique for different monomer-crosslinker pairs, which is in agreement with our
interpretation from our previous studies. 31-32
Interestingly, the global trend in Figure 3.4 comprises three stages. These three stages can be seen
more obviously in Figure 3.5. Firstly, the Ψ value decreases when the side chain length grows from
MMA to BMA, which agreed with our observation in our previous studies. This observation can
be simply explained by the increasing of steric bulk with the increased length of alkyl side chain,
from 0 to 1.54 Å.
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Secondly, except for the EGDMA system, the Ψ values for all other crosslinker systems did not
show significant differences from the BMA region to the HMA region. However, we have not
developed a solid explanation for this phenomenon.
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Figure 3.4 Global trend of the change of Ψ value with the increase of the alkyl side chain length
of main monomer.
Eventually, a second dramatic drop of Ψ values is observed when the alkyl side chain length
extends from HMA to OMA, then followed by a leveling off beyond that length from OMA to
LMA. This anomalous phenomenon is explained by the significantly higher flexibility of side alkyl
chains from such long alkyl methacrylates, allowing them to contort to different conformations. It
is energetically unfavorable for long alkyl side chains to maintain a linear-extended conformation.
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We of course know that chains of high degree of polymerization take on a random coil morphology
in a good solvent that can be described with a radius of gyration. Here, degree of polymerization
is short, but beyond BMA to HMA the persistence length and threshold to chain bending is
achieved.

MMA
EMA
BMA
HMA
OMA
DMA
LMA

Table 3.2 Ψ value and its error range of each monomer-crosslinker pair.
EGDMA
BDDMA
HDDMA
DDDMA
Ψ Value Error
Ψ Value Error
Ψ Value Error
Ψ Value
0.786
0.075
0.811
0.046
0.738
0.058
0.823
0.600
0.050
0.624
0.086
0.638
0.078
0.640
0.524
0.046
0.612
0.060
0.550
0.051
0.567
0.474
0.008
0.601
0.041
0.573
0.045
0.549
0.319
0.021
0.311
0.049
0.358
0.036
0.321
0.286
0.041
0.330
0.043
0.325
0.026
0.331
0.262
0.012
0.324
0.013
0.298
0.026
0.315

Error
0.105
0.101
0.035
0.047
0.045
0.039
0.024

This has several implications. The long alkyl side chain from the chain-end macroradical monomer
unit can itself rotate between the radical center and the pendent double bond from a crosslinker in
another chain, reducing the probability of that reaction for some fraction of these potential events
as shown in Scheme 3.2 (b). When the alkyl side chain is short and rigid as shown in Scheme 3.2
(a), the incoming macroradical is less likely to suffer this and the pendent crosslinker vinyl group
only experiences the steric hinderance to its accessibility from its neighboring alkyl side chains.
But, again from the perspective of the chain with pendent crosslinker vinyl, when the alkyl side
chain is long and flexible as depicted in Scheme 3.2 (b), additional bulk from those neighboring
alkyl side chains will reduce the effective accessibility of that vinyl, as well. The concept of
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persistence length can be used to elaborate on this hypothesis. Only if the polymer chains or
segments are longer than the persistence chain length can they show flexibility and behave like
flexible elastic rod. The persistence length of an alkyl side chain at our reaction temperature 70℃
was assumed to be the same as the persistence chain length for linear polyethylene. The persistence
length of polyethylene reported at 125℃ is 6.5 ± 0.8 Å (NIST SRM 1484).52 Due to the
temperature dependence of persistence length, the persistence length of liner polyethylene at 70℃
should be very close to the alkyl side chain length of HMA but shorter than that of OMA.53
Therefore, OMA alkyl side chains are likely to be flexible enough to obstruct the radical center
and the pendent vinyl (for equal or shorter effective crosslinker lengths). DMA and LMA, having
even longer alkyl spacers, will thus behave in a similar way. Moreover, the effective steric impact
on accessibility of the pendent vinyl group will not change significantly after the alkyl side chain
length is longer than the persistence length, because when the alkyl side chains become flexible,
they will be more like a flexible thread as shown in Scheme 3.2 (b). The effective 3D volume of
the flexible conformations is not likely to be significantly different for these smaller increments in
chain length, compared to the more dramatic chain length variations in the stiffer 2D (shorter)
versions.
This hypothesis can also be supported by the work done by S.N. Chinai et al. 54-55 They found that
the order of the extent of chain extension is polyLMA > polyHMA> polyOMA> polyBMA >
polyEMA > polyMMA by studying corresponding viscosities of their non-crosslinked
homopolymer solutions. The disturbing reversals of polymer chain extension with side chain
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length, polyHMA > polyOMA, indicates that the alkyl side chain can start becoming flexible after
HMA, which can ultimately decrease the extent of polymer chain extension.
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Scheme 3.2 (a) Conceptual steric hinderance on the pendent vinyl group when the alkyl side chain
is short and rigid, and (b) conceptual steric hinderance on the pendent vinyl group when the alkyl
side chain is long and flexible.
3.5.4 Influence of side chain lengths from crosslinkers on Ψ values

In turn, we also studied how the alkyl spacer chain lengths within the crosslinkers affect the
kinetics of crosslinking reactions for a particular monovinyl co-monomer. The change of Ψ values
with the increase of number of carbon spacers (e.g., EGDMA has 2 carbon spacers) in the
crosslinker for the different monovinyl monomers was plotted in Figure 3.5. This figure clearly
confirms the conclusion that there are three classes of Ψ values: MMA relevant, BMA to HMA
relevant, and OMA to DMA relevant. The reasons for this are the same as those discussed above.
However, according to intuitive logic, increasing the side chain length of the crosslinker should
make the pendent vinyl group more vulnerable to an incoming radical, which in other words should
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represent a lower steric hinderance on the pendent vinyl group (and higher Ψ). Yet, it is clear in
Figure 3.5 that compared to the influence of the main monovinyl monomer n-alkyl side chains, the
spacer length within crosslinkers has barely any influence in the range we were able to study.
This nonintuitive observation is likely explained by two points. The first is that the great majority
of units in the polymer chain is the main monomer, so the conformation of the side chain of a
crosslinker is strongly dominated by its adjacent neighbors. What may be more important, however,
is that the side chain of these crosslinkers may not be properly represented by drawing them as
rigid and straight as in Scheme 3.2.

Similar to the lack of Ψ value variation in Figure 3.4 beyond

the main monomer alkyl length of OMA, it is likely that beyond EGDMA in the crosslinker series,
the increased spacer length allows for a more 3D conformation that shows much less sensitivity to
further short incremental ethylene additions.
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Figure 3.5 The change of Ψ values for each main monomer with the increasing the number of
carbon spacers in the crosslinker.
3.6 Conclusion

To continue our previous work on the influence of the intra and intermolecular structure in the
environment surrounding the pendent vinyl on the potential for a crosslinking event, an extension
of the matrix of copolymerizations between mono-methacrylates and di-methacrylates was
explored. Of specific focus here was monomers, mono or difunctional, with significantly longer
n-alkyl side or spacer chain lengths beyond the persistence length. The kinetics of these reactions
were monitored experimentally by our DSC polymerization method 31-32. New aspects expanding
the description of our reduced reactivity parameter, Ψ, were also introduced to describe the variety
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of intra and intermolecular contributions experienced by the pendent vinyl groups of the
crosslinker. The smaller the Ψ value, the larger total steric hinderance the pendent vinyl group has.
With the Ψ value, simulated data obtained by our group’s hybrid Kinetic Monte Carlo method fit
our experimental data accurately.
There are three new findings found in this work. Firstly, the crosslinking reaction still is viable
and occurs even when the (linear) length of the main monomer’s side group is significantly larger
than that of its neighboring crosslinker unit. However, we found the Ψ value in this case to be
significantly smaller than any other previously reported Ψ value. Key to this interpretation was to
include the impact of the main monomer’s side chain characteristics on the probability of an
incoming macroradical (with main monomer as the active radical chain end) to have its radical
unobstructed during collision with an accessible vinyl crosslinker group on another chain. That
was not deemed an important factor for shorter n-alkyl lengths, but appears critical above a 6carbon length.
Secondly, different from what we observed in our previous study, we found that the global trend
of Ψ value changed by the increase of the main monomer size is not monotonic. The trend can be
divided into three stages. Firstly, when the monomer size increased from MMA to BMA region,
the Ψ value dropped steeply because of a dramatic increase in steric bulk. Secondly, when the
monomer size increased from BMA to HMA, all Ψ values continued to decrease but not as
significantly except when the crosslinker was EGDMA. The increased alkyl side chain length
beyond the persistence length eventually allows for a more 3D conformations that are much less
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sensitivity to more short alkyl additions. Thirdly, the Ψ value again decreased significantly when
the monomer size increased from HMA to OMA. We did not have access to a chain length inbetween, so it is unclear if this was a smooth but rapid transition or a steep change. Additionally,
from OMA on to LMA, the Ψ value remained effectively constant. This is attributed to these longer
alkyl side chains having a level of flexibility now at lengths longer than the persistent length where
they can then take on more three-dimensional conformations approaching a random coil, and thus
much less sensitivity to short incremental ethylene additions. Due to this higher flexibility and
local mobility of the alkyl side chain, under some conformations the alkyl side chain near an
attacking radical center will have chance to rotate in front of the radical center and block the
attacking route between the radical and the pendant vinyl group, adding one additional dimension
and ultimately a decrease those corresponding Ψ values.
Finally, we also found that for a given main monomer, the change of the crosslinker spacer length
has very limited influence on the change of the corresponding Ψ values. This is best explained by
the same three-dimensional aspects already described above where here the crosslinker’s effective
volume of side chain is likely not sensitivity to short incremental ethylene additions.
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Chapter 4 Reactivity ratio effect on free radical copolymerization
with crosslinkers

4.1 Abstract
A reactivity ratio effect on crosslinking reaction kinetics and gel development in free radical
copolymerization with consideration of a reduced reactivity parameter, Ψ, was explored
experimentally and computationally. Either styrene or n-butyl methacrylate was chosen as a
primary backbone monomer to copolymerize with one of three crosslinkers: butane diol
dimethacylate (BDDMA), butane diol diacrylate (BDDA) and divinylbenzene (DVB). Both
concepts of the reactivity ratio and the reduced reactivity parameter, Ψ, are dependent on the
monomer-crosslinker pairs, and so both the kinetics of crosslinking reactions and resulting gel
development can be significantly impacted even at low crosslinker loading. Moreover, both
kinetics and gel can be most dramatically boosted when a crosslinker is applied with a larger
reactivity ratio relative to the main monomer due to earlier incorporation of the crosslinker into
chain development leading to an earlier onset of gel formation. This positive effect on kinetics and
gel can sometimes even overcome an otherwise small Ψ (steric hinderance on pendent vinyl
reactivity) due to crosslinker or main monomer choice. This reactivity ratio effect was also
confirmed by Monte Carlo based simulations. We also found that coincidently a combination effect
of steric hinderance and reactivity ratio differences counterbalanced to make BDDMA and BDDA
as an alternative crosslinker for each other without changing reaction kinetics when they were used
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as crosslinkers for copolymerization with Styrene.
4.2 Introduction and Background
A macroscopic infinite polymer network structure can be easily produced by copolymerizing with
divinyl monomers as crosslinkers via free radical polymerization.33 Crosslinked polymer materials
are applied for various functions, such as coatings, sealants, adhesives, and biomaterials.56-61 To
meet performance targets for these products, each of them has their own specifications for
crosslink density, network heterogeneity and gel fraction. Understanding how to leverage both
reaction conditions and reagent choices thus becomes important to meet these targets.
Crosslinker monomer structure can highly influence polymerization kinetics and resulting network
architecture formation.47 Many studies are available in the literature showcasing kinetic
investigations where crosslinkers were involved. Often, the main backbone monomer is one of the
classic and most abundant monomers, which is relevant to high volume industrial reactions for the
application fields described above. In one study comparing copolymerizations of styrene with
different crosslinkers, it was interpreted that the network formation was dominated by the
reactivity of pendent vinyls from crosslinkers.62 However, if we consider our previous chapter,
styrene as a backbone monomer has a small and rigid side chain compared to most crosslinking
capable monomers. We will expand on the implication of this later in this chapter. Others have
investigated polymerization kinetics and network structure of dimethacrylate-based crosslinking
reactions.63-65 In some cases, the sensitivity of side reactions that do not produce network structure
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to reagent choices were explored. As an example, a higher level of usage of pendent vinyls from
crosslinkers from intermolecular crosslinks as compared to intramolecular cyclizations was found
when there was a bulky spacer group in the crosslinker.66-68 Given the wide variety of crosslinkers
available, it is important to have a detailed understanding of specific contributions of the
crosslinker monomer, for example its impact of reactivity ratio, in free-radical crosslinking
reactions.
The most challenging portion of simulating a free-radical crosslinking reaction is to define and
record sub-reactions occurring under diffusion-controlled conditions. The Kinetic Monte Carlo
method
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is a well-known and powerful simulation approach, as both chemical and diffusion

terms can be easily described and recorded in the simulation volume. Tobita showed a detailed
analysis of the kinetics of network formation in free-radical copolymerization of vinyl and divinyl
monomers by application of Monte Carlo simulations with copolymerization details, such as
molecular weight distribution and distribution of crosslinked units, readily calculated.69 In our
previous work, and extended in the previous chapter, we introduced a reduced reactivity parameter,
Ψ, to describe the effective reactivity of pendent double bonds from crosslinkers incorporated in
the polymer backbones as compared to their reactivity as a free monomer. We have shown that
when this is known for a particular mono-vinyl and di-vinyl pair, we can accurately predict not
only kinetics but also gel points and crosslink density of methacrylate-dimethacrylate
copolymerizations.31-32
Up to this point, it was intentional to only have investigated methacrylate-dimethacrylate system
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to avoid the consideration and influence of reactivity ratio effects in the copolymerization
impacting the uniformity of chain composition throughout the reaction. However, in industrial
setting, it is common to copolymerize available crosslinkers with a monomer whose vinyl group
has totally different reactivity from the crosslinker to achieve their required network structures.
Leiza et al. studied the influence of the type and amount of crosslinkers on various properties, such
as kinetics, gel fraction and crosslinking density during a seeded semicontinuous emulsion
polymerization. However, they performed all reactions under so called starved-fed conditions,
where reactivity ratio effects can almost be ignored.70 This process based approach is often applied
to avoid compositional drift for such comonomer pairs. Others have on the other hand purposely
pushed the system towards compositional drift. Walter et al. showed that the reactivity ratio
differences between their main monomer and crosslinker could influence network formation.71 By
using real time FTIR, the concentration of main monomer units added to the copolymer increases
with the overall reaction conversion, while that for the pendent double bonds diminishes. It is
important to realize however that their reactions used at least 15wt% crosslinker, while for example
in adhesive and coating industries, a much lower loading of 1 wt% or even less is typically used.
Here we explored whether a reactivity ratio difference between the main chain monomer and
crosslinker can still significantly influence kinetics and network formation when the concentration
of crosslinker is very low. Often, in this dilute compositional region of the Mayo-Lewis model,
compositional drift is found to be weaker.72 Moreover, it is interesting to see when and which
factors, reactivity ratio or Ψ, can counterbalance or dominate the crosslinking copolymerization
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kinetics and resulting polymer properties. To address these questions, in this chapter we chose
styrene and butyl methacrylate as main backbone monomers to contrast and copolymerized one of
those with one of three crosslinkers: 1,4-butanediol dimethacrylate (BDDMA), 1,4-butanediol
diacrylate (BDDA) and divinyl benzene (DVB). The level of impact from reactivity ratio and Ψ
contributions is evaluated both experimentally and computationally.
4.3 Simulation details
All simulations were developed by Dr. Amit Tripathi within our group, with our published
methods.31-32
4.4 Experimental details
4.4.1 Materials
The monomers n-butyl methacrylate (BMA), styrene (Sty) and butyl acrylate (BA) supplied by
Sigma-Aldrich were purified by passing through an alumina oxide column (Fisher Scientific) to
remove inhibitors and then stored at -10 C prior to use. Divinyl crosslinkers, 1,4-butanediol
dimethacrylate (BDDMA), 1,4-butanediol diacrylate (BDDA), and divinylbenzene (DVB) (80%
grade) from Sigma-Aldrich were also purified by passing through a short column filled with
alumina oxide. The initiator, 2,2′-azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
was used as received.
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4.4.2 DSC Polymerization
The detailed procedure was described in Chapter 2.
4.4.3 Sol, gel, and swelling ratio determination
The detailed procedure was described in Chapter 2.
4.5 Results and discussion
4.5.1 Concept

kp: STY<BMA

STY

BMA
BDDMA
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BDDA

DVB

Scheme 4.1 The chemical structures of main monomers and three crosslinkers (top) and the
estimated reactivity ratio between each monomer- crosslinker pairs.73-75
In this study, Styrene and BMA were used as two categories of main backbone monomers
respectively, each copolymerized with three different crosslinkers, shown in Scheme 4.1. In total,
six different monomer-crosslinker pairs will be discussed in this study. The reactivity ratio between
each monomer-crosslinker was estimated based on their reactive group structure.73-75 For example,
the reactivity ratio between BMA and BDDMA was estimated based on the reactivity ratio between
BMA and BMA itself, because they both contain the same methacrylic vinyl reactive group. The
estimated reactivity ratios between BMA (r1) and BDDMA (r2) was thus set to 1. The same
estimation can be made for reactivity ratios between Sty and DVB, again with equivalent reactive
vinyl group structure. Using the same assumptions, the reactivity ratio between BMA and DVB
was estimated based on the reactivity between BMA and styrene. Due to the symmetrical structures
of the crosslinkers used here, the reactivity ratio between the pendant vinyl and the main monomer
was assumed to be same as its first vinyl, which is polymerized in the polymer chain. As shown in
Scheme 4.1, six different monomer-crosslinker pairs have variations in reactivity ratios between
the main monomer and crosslinkers. Thus, we can assume that if compositional drift is to have an
impact on the observed reaction kinetics and gel formation during the polymerization, this maxtrix
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of comparisons should observe this.
In addition to the impact of compositional drift on polymerization kinetics, the structural factors
described previously and captured in our Ψ parameter should also play a role. From this point of
view, based on the side chain structures drawn in Scheme 4.1, we might expect that no matter
which main monomer was chosen, the monomer-DVB pair will have the smallest Ψ. The question
here is whether this dominates or if compositional drift and the period in the polymerization when
the crosslinker is more enriched in incorporation will overshadow the small Ψ.
Except for these contributions of reactivity ratio and Ψ values, other polymerization parameters
such as the average kp (propagation rate coefficient) and Tg (glass transition temperature) are not
expected to be impacted by crosslinker choice due to the very low concentration of crosslinker
used.
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4.5.2 Case study for the BMA system
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Figure 4.1 (a) Conversion versus time data for copolymerization with 1wt% BDDMA, BDDA or
DVB and homopolymerization of BMA at 70 ℃; (b) Conversion versus time data for
copolymerization with 0.72mol% BDDMA, BDDA, DVB, BA or STY and homopolymerization of
BMA at 70 ℃; and (c) Simulated kinetics compared with their corresponding experimental data.
(Solid lines represent experimental data. Dotted lines represent simulated data)
Figure 4.1 (a) shows a comparison of reaction kinetics between four different DSC polymerizations,
pure BMA and BMA with 1wt% of three different crosslinkers, respectively. Not surprisingly, all
kinetics observed for the reactions including crosslinkers were noticably faster than that for the
BMA homopolymerization system. Interestingly, it also shows that BMA copolymerized with
DVB reacted the fastest. This observation is counterintuitive, because DVB has styrenic vinyl
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reactive groups, which are typical much slower to polymerize than either acrylic or methacrylic
vinyl groups due to the radical stability from conjugation in the ring structure. It is also
counterintuitive from the point of view of Ψ as the pendent vinyl is in a short rigid structure. One
also may argue that 1wt% DVB represents a higher mol% of DVB in the monomer solution
compared to for example a 1wt% BDDA case. However, when it comes to the comparison between
1wt% BDDMA and 1wt% BDDA, this argument cannot be established, because the methacrylic
vinyl is less reactive than the acrylic vinyl and while 1wt% BDDMA represents less equivalent
mol% compared to that of 1wt% BDDA case (while in Figure 4.1a the BDDMA case is observed
to result in faster kinetics than the BDDA case).
For a more direct comparison, BMA with the same mol% of the three different crosslinkers were
copolymerized. To eliminate the potential effect, such as penultimate effect, Tg change effect and
even backbiting effect (chain transfer reaction to labile hydrogen in diacrylate), BMA was also
copolymerized with the same mol% of pure Sty and pure BA. The corresponding results for these
reaction kinetics are plotted in Figure 4.1 (b). Compared to Figure 4.1 (a), with a same mol% of
different crosslinkers, the trends remained the same. Even at equimolar comonomer ratios, the
DVB case still reacted fastest and the BDDA case the slowest reaction among these three
crosslinking reactions. What is even more interesting is that the copolymerizations of BMA with
Sty or BA are somewhat slower than pure BMA case, which may be attributed to an existence of
a slower cross-propagation rate. However, their kinetics deviations from the pure BMA
polymerization case are both less significant than the kinetics deviation of both BDDA and DVB
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cases from the pure BMA polymerization kinetics. This illustrates that the crosslinking reaction,
and resulting macromolecular architecture, dominates the reaction rate.
Given that, to hypothesize why BMA copolymerized with DVB can react fastest, there are two
factors worth considering as described earlier. Firstly, the crosslinking reaction is a
copolymerization and thus any compositional drift may impact when the onset of the gel point is
observed. From that point, the reaction rate can be expected to increase as described by the
Trommsdorff–Norrish effect. The earlier the onset of gel, the faster reaction rate the
polymerization can reach, as the chains comprising the gel network will have a significant
reduction in diffusion and thus will be less likely to be involved in termination reactions. This
effectively increases the radical concentration without a high probability for termination. Secondly,
the smaller steric hinderance on accessing the pendent vinyl group can make pendent vinyls more
vulnerable, causing an earlier gel point.
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Scheme 4.2 The conceptual cartoon of the change of crosslinker distribution on the polymer chain
with the reaction progress of copolymerizations of BMA with three different crosslinkers.
Considering the reactivity ratio differences showed in Scheme 4.1, it clearly shows that BMA and
DVB have more tendency to copolymerized with each other, which means an actual higher fraction
of DVB units should get copolymerized into the polymer chain in the early stage of the
polymerization because of the compositional drift. This logic was depicted as a simple cartoon
shown in Scheme 4.2. Scheme 4.2 does not consider the crosslinking events but focuses on the
conceptual distribution of crosslinker units in the polymer chains as a function of reaction time.
As shown in Scheme 4.2, more DVB units can be incorporated into the polymer chain in the early
stage compared to the number of DVB units per polymer chain formed in the later stages of the
polymerization. This situation results in the BMA/DVB reaction having an earlier gel point and
introducing the Trommsdorff–Norrish autoacceleration kinetic effect at a relatively earlier stage of
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its copolymerization, compared to the BDDMA and BDDA cases. Once this effect starts, the
overall reaction rate would be increased dramatically because of the prohibition of termination
events, and subsequently the higher active radical concentration leads to much higher probability
for crosslinking events to the large existing network.
This concept was also supported by Figure 4.2. It is important to point out that all these plots
represent the extent of compositional drift considering linear chain growth, without influence of
any crosslinking or cyclization reactions. It is important to remember that the impact of reactivity
ration on the compositional drift observed is dependent on the composition of each monomer in
the in the feed. The region at the far right of the Mayo-Lewis plot for all BMA copolymerizations
with less than 1% crosslinker is shown in Figure 4.2(a). This suggests that a significantly higher
fraction of DVB will be incorporated in the polymer chain compared to the monomer composition
in the initial feed, which is 0.72mol%. If we follow the same logic, BMA with BDDMA should
also show an earlier gel point compared to the BMA with BDDA case, as BMA has much less
tendency to copolymerize with BDDA compared to BMA homopolymerization.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Full Mayo-Lewis plots of different BMA copolymerization systems, and (b) zoomedin scale of their corresponding Mayo-Lewis plots, where F1 represents the composition of BMA
structural unit in the polymer chain and f1 represents the composition of BMA monomer in the
feed.
This explanation can also be validified by the gel formation plot in Figure 4.3. One can easily see
that BMA with 0.3wt% DVB or BDDMA can undergo Trommsdorff–Norrish effect earlier than
BMA with 0.3wt% BDDA case, because they can form gel in an earlier reaction stage. Furthermore,
comparing the swelling ratio evolution between the BDDMA and BDDA cases, it indicates that
even though the BDDMA case can form gel earlier, the tightness of the network has a smoother
transition compared to the BDDA case, as the BDDMA distribution in the polymer chain with the
reaction progress is more uniform as shown in Scheme 4.2 (based on its more similar reactivity to
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BMA).
The network density of the BDDA case can ultimately become tighter once the gel starts to form
later in the reaction when a higher fraction of BDDA units become copolymerized into the polymer
chains, as shown in Scheme 4.2. Given a similar concept, Figure 4.3 also suggests that the
heterogeneity of network structure formed by BMA/BDDA is higher than that for the
BMA/BDDMA case.
The key hypothesis here is that the differences in reactivity ratio between monomer and crosslinker
may produce a significant impact on both kinetics and network structure. However, to solidify this
hypothesis, the effect from the change of Ψ values in this same series of polymerizations should
also be evaluated and compared with these impacts strictly from the change of reactivity ratio.
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Figure 4.3 (a) The evolution of gel content and (b) swelling ratio value during the BMA
crosslinking reactions with three different crosslinkers.
To evaluate the Ψ effect, the same approach to determining the effective Ψ values discussed in the
previous chapter was also applied here.31-32 As expected, accurate simulated plots of kinetics could
only be achieved if we applied both the correct reactivity ratio and an appropriate Ψ for a specific
monomer-crosslinker pair. Typically, a larger Ψ value represents a smaller steric hinderance on the
pendent vinyl, which benefits the crosslinking reaction. One can see that our simulations fit our
experimental data very well by introducing Ψ values for the different reactions in Figure 4.1(c).
The Ψ values for all three BMA-crosslinker pairs are listed in Table 4.1. The Ψ value for
BMA/DVB is significantly smaller than the other two, because the rigid and smaller size of the
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DVB pendent group is less exposed to an incoming macroradical. Considering this hinderance on
the DVB pendant group alone would suggest a negative effect on crosslinking reactions during the
copolymerization. However, the BMA/DVB case as shown in Figure 4.1 showed the fastest
kinetics. This abnormality indicates that the reactivity ratio effect dominates over the negative
effect of its small Ψ value and is the determining feature. The acceleration of reaction kinetics then
comes from introducing a higher fraction of DVB units into the polymer chain in the early stage
of its polymerization leading to an earlier onset of gel.
Interestingly, if we compare the Ψ values between the BDDMA case and the BDDA case, we see
that the Ψ value in BMA/BDDA case is only slightly larger than that of BMA/BDDMA, which
can be attributed to the similar structural characteristics of these two crosslinker molecules. This
similarity of Ψ values then indicates that the distinguishable difference between their reaction
kinetics cannot be attributed to their small difference in Ψ. Therefore, this further supports our
interpretation that the differences in reactivity ratios between monomer-crosslinker pairs, and that
influence on how early gel starts to form in the reaction, is the dominating effect.
Table 4.1 Ψ values for BMA with Different Crosslinkers.

Ψ value

BMA with DVB

BMA with BDDMA

BMA with BDDA

0.279 ± 0.04

0.612 ± 0.06

0.742 ± 0.04

4.5.3 Case study for styrene as the main monomer
To get a more comprehensive picture of how reactivity ratio impacts the crosslinking reaction, we
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also used Sty as main monomer, copolymerized with the same three different crosslinkers, DVB,
BDDA and BDDMA. A very interesting result is seen in the comparison of kinetics shown in
Figure 4.5. Even though all three crosslinking reactions were significantly faster than the reaction
without crosslinker, all three cases with 1wt% crosslinker were observed to overlap with eachother
indicating an indistinguishable gel point shared by these crosslinking reactions. The gel test results
of Sty with 0.3wt% DVB and Sty with 0.3wt% BDDMA also directly showed a very similar gel
point (where the kinetics for a case with crosslinker breaks from the path of the case without
crosslinker) shown in Figure 4.5. Clearly this was an interesting coincidence to have chosen a
condition where all factors counterbalanced so similarly.
To take into account the molecular weight differences between these three crosslinkers, we then
can see the comparison of kinetics of Sty crosslinking reactions at equivalent mole percent of the
different crosslinkers. The corresponding result is shown in Figure 4.5 (b). To evaluate the effect
from other minor factors as discussed in previous case study, kinetics for Sty with either BMA or
BA was also done. Compared to the homopolymerization of Sty, the slight delay of reaction rate
in Sty/BA and Sty/BMA can also be attributed to an introduction of the complex cross-propagation
rate, but these differences without crosslinker present were insignificant compared to when
crosslinkers were present in the copolymerization. This also suggests that (aside from the reactivity
ratio effect and Ψ effect) contributions from other factors like penultimate effect, Tg effect and
backbiting effect on the reaction rate are negligible as well in this series of the case study (at very
low comonomer fraction).
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Before interpreting the comparison of kinetics for crosslinking reaction with Sty as the main
monomer, it is important note that Sty based simulations in our model are quite
time/computationally expensive requiring on the order of one simulation condition per two weeks.
Proper analysis to determine Ψ for a particular case can involve up to even 20 simulations, and
thus at the time of writing this thesis we could not complete the analysis. However, it is reasonable
to assume that the values of each cases here should have a similar trend based on the Ψ value trend
observed in the BMA case study, which is that DVB case has the smallest Ψ and the Ψ values of
BDDA and BDDMA should be very similar.
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Figure 4.4 (a) Full Mayo-Lewis plots of different Sty copolymerization systems, and (b) zoomedin scale of their corresponding Mayo-Lewis plots, where F1 represents the composition of Sty
structural unit in the polymer chain and f1 represents the composition of Sty monomer in the feed.
In Figure 4.5 (a), Sty with DVB reaction is the slowest among three crosslinking reactions, because
firstly, Sty has less tendency to copolymerize with DVB compared to other two crosslinkers due
to their different reactivity ratios shown in Scheme 4.1. This relatively low composition of DVB
structural unit in the polymer chains formed in the early stage of the polymerization is consistent
with the highest Sty instantaneous composition in the Sty-DVB system at the working monomer
composition in Figure 4.4 (b). Secondly, the pendent vinyl of DVB should still show the largest
steric hinderance, especially with rigid side chain structure neighboring the crosslinker’s pendent
vinyl, causing the corresponding smallest Ψ value. This makes the crosslinking reaction less likely
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to take place. This in turn causes a delay in gel point, which then delays the Trommsdorff–Norrish
effect and results overall in slower kinetics. It should also be pointed out that the compositional
drift influence for this system is much weaker than that in the previous BMA case study, because
the F1 values for all three different copolymerization systems in Figure 4.4 (b) at the working
monomer composition are very close to each other. Hence, even though both Ψ and reactivity ratio
effect can cause a slower reaction rate for Sty-DVB system, it is difficult to separate those factors.
We contend that when reactivity ratios are similar, or the effective impact on reactivity ratio is
minor considering the relevant concentration in the Mayo-Lewis plot, the Ψ value guides the
kinetics and gel formation.

Yet, again, when reactivity ratio effects are significant, they dominate

over Ψ value effects.
When it comes to the comparison of the BDDMA case and BDDA cases in Figure 4.5 (b), it is
interesting that again both kinetics plots are overlapped (regardless of equiweight or equimolar
compositions). From the aspect of the compositional drift effect from their different reactivity
ratios to Sty (shown in Figure 4.4), the BDDMA case should have reacted faster than the BDDA
case. However, their overlapped kinetics suggest that the reactivity ratio difference could not
dominate the kinetics in this case. Based on the Ψ value comparison in the BMA case study, the
hypothetical Ψ for Sty-BDDA should also be a little bit larger than that of Sty-BDDMA. Given
this, the relatively larger Ψ of Sty-BDDA is beneficial for the crosslinking reaction, and then
accelerates its overall reaction rate, and onset of gel point, even though it has a slightly less
favorable reactivity ratio compared to the Sty-BDDMA case.
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Figure 4.5 A kinetic comparison of Sty copolymerization with (a) 1wt% crosslinker; (b) A kinetic
comparison of Sty copolymerization with 1.1mol% of different crosslinkers, (c) and its gel test
results with 0.3%wt DVB and BDDMA, respectively.
4.6 Conclusion
A cross comparison of two series of crosslinking reactions, with BMA as the main monomer versus
Sty as the main monomer, were performed to explore which factors dominate the kinetics of
crosslinking reactions when the main monomer and crosslinker have different reactivity. We found
that there are two critical factors, a reduced reactivity parameter (Ψ) and the reactivity ratio for the
monomer-crosslinker pairs, that can dramatically influence the crosslinking reaction. A
significantly high reactivity ratio of the crosslinker to the main monomer can lead to an early
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incorporation of a higher fraction of crosslinker units into the polymer backbone followed by an
earlier onset of the gel point. This leads to an acceleration in reaction rate, even when the monomercrosslinker pair may have a very small Ψ value and the crosslinker concentration is very low (less
than 1%). In these cases, the reaction kinetics and gel were found to be dominated by the reactivity
ratio effect. However, this effect can only predominate the kinetics change when the reactivity
ratio differences is significantly different from other monomer-crosslinker pairs. Otherwise, the Ψ
concept of accessibility of the pendent vinyl group again rises in relevance. In both scenarios, the
key is when the onset of gel is observed in the system. The earlier this occurs, regardless of
mechanistic route, the faster the kinetics and the gel evolution.
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Chapter 5 Crosslinking in Semi-Batch Seeded Emulsion
Polymerization: Effect of Linear and Non-Linear Monomer Feeding
Rate Profiles on Gel Formation

5.1 Abstract
Waterborne latex is often called a product-of-process. Here, the effect of semi-batch monomer feed
rate on the kinetics and gel formation in seeded emulsion polymerization was investigated for the
copolymerization of n-butyl methacrylate (n-BMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA).
Strikingly, the gel fraction was observed to be significantly influenced by monomer feed rate, even
while most of the experiments were performed under so-called starve-fed conditions. More flooded
conditions from faster monomer feed rates, including seeded batch reactions, counterintuitively
resulted in significantly higher gel fraction. Chain transfer to polymer was intentionally suppressed
here via monomer selection so as to focus mechanistic insights to relate only to the influence of a
divinyl monomer, as opposed to being clouded by contributions to topology from long chain
branching. Simulations revealed that the dominant influence on this phenomenon was the
sensitivity of primary intramolecular cyclization to the instantaneous unreacted monomer
concentration, which is directly impacted by monomer feed rate. Simulations in this work showed
the rate constant for cyclization to be first order and 4000 s-1, approximately 4 times that typically
observed for backbiting in acrylates. This concept has been explored previously for bulk and
solution polymerizations, but not for emulsified reaction environments and especially for very low
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mole fraction divinyl monomer. In addition, while gel fraction could be dramatically manipulated
by variations in linear monomer feed rates, it could be markedly enhanced by leveraging nonlinear feed profiles built from combination sequences of flooded and starved conditions. For a 2hour total feed time, a fully linear profile resulted in 30% gel while a non-linear profile with an
early fast-feed segment resulted in 80% gel.
This chapter has been published as ‘Liu, C.; Tripathi, A. K.; Gao, W.; Tsavalas J. G. Crosslinking
in Semi-Batch Seeded Emulsion Polymerization: Effect of Linear and Non-Linear Monomer
Feeding

Rate

Profiles

on

Gel

Formation.

Polymers

2021,

13(4),

596,

DOI:

10.3390/polym13040596 and was highlighted as a Feature Paper of the issue.
5.2 Introduction
Waterborne resins with low VOC (volatile organic compound) content are commonly produced by
seeded emulsion polymerization. A key advantage of this reaction environment is the ability to
achieve high molecular weight polymer while also maintaining tunable control over copolymer
compositional uniformity, efficient heat removal during reaction and no need for non-reactive
solvent. Beyond the water present

76-77

, the monomer itself can serve a second purpose as a

plasticizer as a function of monomer feed rate to the reactor. As such, care must be taken into
account for other potential impacts of process strategy on the balance of available reaction
mechanisms. Crosslinking during polymerization to achieve a target network topology is in fact
quite sensitive to process conditions, with macromolecular architecture a key design property in
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applications such as dental materials, paints and coatings, and adhesives

78-81

. For multiphase

polymers, such as latex, strategies to tune polymer properties must consider multiple length scales
from the individual chains, through to a large ensemble of chains in the form of a structured particle
morphology, and finally in end-use application macroscopically. When gel content and
macromolecular network characteristics are design parameters, it can also be important to control
the extent and balance of intramolecular versus intermolecular crosslinking.

For the case of latex

particles that form from emulsion polymerization, intra- versus inter- also has a particle-scale
definition, where separate from the molecular scale reactions we can consider network within
individual particles to be another form of “intra” and during film formation to a macroscopic
contiguous polymer we can then describe particle-particle coalescence as “inter” 82-84. The network
within particles usually forms during the polymerization while the inter-particle events typically
occurs post-polymerization. In this scenario, one must consider that inter-particle coalescence can
also be ineffective should the individual particle crosslink density and gel content be excessive,
restricting interparticle diffusion of polymer chains. With the complexity of the heterogeneous
reaction environment, and search for tunable control of multiple property variables simultaneously,
a mechanistic understanding of both molecular scale chemistry choices in the system as well as
the impact of reaction process conditions is critical. In certain cases, such challenges cannot be
met by chemistry choices alone.
It is well-known that waterborne latex is a product of processing. This is one of the key discussion
points within the field of polymer reaction engineering
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85

. There remain debates in the field on

how best to interpret dominant mechanisms to gel content across datasets consistently
partially due to competing reactions to gel for acrylate based systems

86,88

86-89

,

and also because the

effect of processing was not always specifically isolated (comonomer selections were often
simultaneously varied). Methacrylate systems, which do not undergo chain transfer to polymer,
copolymerized with dimethacrylates are a very common monomer combination for a wide variety
of applications, yet this combination has not yet been systematically studied for seeded emulsion
polymerization; especially for low divinyl content.
Proper characterization of gel fraction in latex suffers its own challenges. Solvent extraction
techniques remain the most widely used, yet for polymer colloids with diameters on the order of
100 nm decoupling soluble and insoluble fraction in a latex can be complex when filtration is
involved, with mismatch in individual particle versus filter mesh size. In order to gain confidence
in our in-house analysis of gel content collected from a solvent-extraction followed by
centrifugation method, analysis from the newly established asymmetric flow field-flow
fractionation (A4F) method coupled with multi-angle light scattering (MALS)

90-91

was cross-

compared. Instead of defining gel based on solubility, A4F characterizes the total molecular weight
distribution and assesses gel based on the high-end of the total molecular weight distribution,
above the range that typical solvent based techniques can handle (including standard gel
permeation chromatography). Not only is A4F more direct than solvent-extraction based
techniques, but it also enjoys fewer systematic errors with less operator-specific choices and steps
thus leading to higher precision and tighter confidence level. Even with this advantage, we were
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quite encouraged that our A4F results and trends on the crosslinked latex samples, with variation
in monomer feed rate, were in excellent agreement with our centrifugation method employed post
solvent-extraction of soluble fraction. This not only gave us confidence in the analytical results,
but more so in the interpretations from the trends in the network topology versus monomer feed
rate.
Given that, the objective of this work is to isolate and study the effect of processing on network
topololgy development within latex particles and to provide a general guideline for how to control
gel content by varying the monomer feeding profile for methacrylate/dimethacrylate systems. To
achieve this goal, a series of simple seeded emulsion copolymerizations of n-butyl methacrylate
(n-BMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) with variations in monomer feeding
profile were applied.

We have previously described key elements to crosslinking efficiency and

mechanism for high monomer concentration environments, such as in bulk polymerization, that
focus on chemical choices (i.e. monomer structural features for both mono and divinyl contributors)
92-93

. Under those high monomer concentration conditions, the process mechanisms described here

are almost inconsequential and masked by the chemical structural contributions. It should be
emphasized that the region of the reaction space we are focusing on is low (less than 5%) divinyl
content; the balance between these mechanisms may shift with higher divinyl content. Here in
seeded emulsion polymerization, the reaction environment is highly viscous from the onset (as we
start with a significant ratio of polymer seed to unreacted monomer). These conditions, quite
different than bulk polymerization, can also generate significant gel content, yet quite sensitive for
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the same chemical constituents to monomer feed rate with faster feeding tending to generate higher
gel. We have verified this both experimentally and computationally where we observe that the
impact of intramolecular primary cyclization of the divinyl chain-end radical to its own pendent
vinyl is the dominant pathway impacting gel content for seeded emulsion polymerization,
especially under starve fed monomer feed conditions.
An exciting additional insight we emphasize here is that non-linear monomer feed profiles
observed significantly higher gel content over the same total feed time compared to linear analogs.
Non-linear feed profiles are commonly employed in industrial settings to avoid compositional drift,
overcome heat removal issues and to enable or disable diffusion dynamically during portions of
the polymerization for example in multiphase morphology development. Here, we explored three
different non-linear feeding profiles, each being combinations of three stages of either a flooded
or a starved linear feeding profile. The results clearly showed that the gel content generated by
non-linear feeding rates cannot be predicted by simple linear addition of gel contents generated by
their parent linear feeding rates. This we emphasize is derived from the chronology of gel evolution
during the polymerization. Early onset of any network polymer has dramatic impact on the
probability for new gel to form in subsequent steps. As such, non-linear feed profiles can enable
such a condition early in the polymerization and result in higher final gel content within the same
total reaction time.
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5.3 Experimental
5.3.1 Materials
Monomers n-butyl methacrylate (n-BMA) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA) were
purchased from Acros Organics. Inhibitor in the n-BMA was first removed by passing the
monomer through a column packed with alumina (Fisher Scientific). Potassium persulfate (KPS),
ethyl acetate (EAc) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich as
initiator, surfactant, and inert solvent for swelling latex, each used as received.
5.3.2 Synthesis of seed particle
Seed latex particles were prepared by a 2-step seeded emulsion polymerization growth after the
synthesis of the primary seed by ab-initio emulsion polymerization. The recipe for the ab-initio
emulsion polymerization is shown in Table 1. Before the reaction, SDS and water were added into
a 1L jacketed reactor and heated to 70 °C under the purge of nitrogen. After mixing SDS and water
for 15 minutes, KPS was added and mixed for 15 mins, followed by 10wt% of the total n-BMA
added as a shot to generate the primary seed particles over 30 minutes. The remaining monomer
was fed through a syringe pump over 3 hours. After the monomer feed, the reactor was held at
reaction temperature for 2 additional hours to complete monomer conversion.
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Table 5.1 Experimental Recipe for the ab-initio emulsion polymerization.
Reagent
Mass (g)
BMA
160
SDS
3.6
KPS
1.6
Water
559.7
10% of the monomer was used as an ab-initio seed followed by the 90% remaining by semi-batch.

The recipe for the first step growth of the primary seed was shown as Table 4.2. The procedure for
the seeded emulsion polymerization was also discussed in Chapter 2. 172.1 g of the first seed latex
(22% solids) was utilized to seed this first semi-batch growth reaction. The reaction was again
performed at 70 °C, in a 1 L jacketed reactor, under nitrogen blanket. Before polymerization, KPS
and 1 g of SDS was dissolved within a portion of the water initial charge. SDS, seed latex and the
remaining water were added to the reactor and mixed for 15 mins. The KPS initiator, dissolved in
a portion of the water, was then added and mixed for another 15 mins, followed by the start of the
n-BMA monomer feed. After that, the BMA feeding was started. The total feeding time was 4.5 hr.
The holding time after feeding time was 2 hr. During the reaction, a second shot of SDS was
dissolved with 15 g additional water and added to the reactor at 75 mins after the start of the
polymerization. A third shot of SDS was also dissolved with 15 g additional water and added to
the reactor at 180 mins after the start of the reaction.
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Table 5.2 Recipe for the growth of polyBMA seed.
Additional Water
Mass (g)
(g)
Seed
172.1
0
BMA
198.2
0
1
0
SDS
1
15
1
15
KPS
1.5
0
Water
512.5
0

The second particle growth was done in the same manner. All recipes and kinetics were monitored
by the gravimetric method and shown in Appendix A. All crosslinking reactions were performed
using the latex result of this second particle growth.
5.3.3 Seeded emulsion polymerization with EGDMA or other crosslinkers.
Typically, the 170nm poly(n-BMA) latex, was used to seed a final growth reaction in a 3:1 mass
ratio (poly(n-BMA-co-EGDMA) second stage at 1 w% EGDMA to poly(n-BMA) seed) targeting
a final 265 nm particle diameter by seeded emulsion polymerization at 70 °C with variations in
monomer feed rate. Feed times employed were 0 hour (batchwise reaction), 0.5 hour, 1 hour, 1.5
hours and 2 hours, respectively, all for the same mass of monomer. After feeding, the reaction was
held at 70 °C until a total reaction time of 3 hours was achieved. Typically, experiments utilized a
KPS concentration of 0.01 M with SDS as stabilizer.
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Samples were taken periodically from the reactor for monitoring the dynamics of kinetics and gel
formation development during the seeded emulsion co-polymerization with divinyl monomer
present. The sampling intervals were varied based on feeding time and samples were quenched
with hydroquinone.
All recipes and kinetic profiles are shown in Appendix A.
5.3.4 Characterization
5.3.4.1 Gel test by the centrifuge method
Dry latex sample (approximately 0.7 g) was immersed into acetone (8.5 g) in a centrifuge tube for
24 hours. Acetone was chosen for the solvent as it is a good solvent for poly(n-BMA) as well as
having a low density which helps facilitate the centrifugation process 94. A latex sample with gel
content will form a cloudy solution. After solubilizing the linear and lightly branched polymer
content, the cloudy sample was centrifuged at 14,000 G at 15 °C for 30min. After centrifugation,
the supernatant (which contains the soluble portion of the polymer sample) was removed and the
insoluble sedimented polymer was collected as gel and dried in an oven at 70 °C overnight. Thus,
the instantaneous gel content and swelling ratio can be easily expressed as Equation 5.1 and 5.2,
respectively.
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝐺𝑒𝑙

Equation 5.1 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝐺𝑒𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛∗𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝐹𝑒𝑑

Equation 5.2 𝑆𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑒𝑡 𝐺𝑒𝑙
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝐺𝑒𝑙
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5.3.4.2 AFFFF test
The scheme of AFFFF test was described in Chapter 2. An A4F separation system was utilized for
a comparative analysis of the total molecular weight distribution of the crosslinked polymers to
assess gel fraction. Flows were delivered with an Agilent Technologies 1200 series isocratic pump
equipped with a micro-vacuum degasser. The AF4 flow regulation was controlled by an Eclipse
3 system (Wyatt Technology). The separation channel dimensions were 15.2 cm in length and
between 0.3 cm and 2.15 cm in width with a 350 µm-thick spacer. For all experiments, the
membranes used were a Nadir regenerated cellulose membrane with a 5 kDa molecular weight
cutoff (Wyatt Technology). All injections were performed with an autosampler (Agilent
Technologies 1200 series). A multiangle light scattering (MALS) detector (DAWNHELIOS II,
Wyatt Technology), and a differential refractometer (dRI, Optilab rEX, Wyatt Technology) were
connected in series to characterize the fractions eluting from the AF4 channel. Data were collected
and processed using Astra 7 software (Wyatt Technology).
The latex samples were prepared in ethyl acetate and filtered with one micrometer pore size syringe
top filter before fractionation in ethyl acetate with A4F. The total gel content of each sample was
calculated based on the dRI signal after baseline subtraction by a blank injection. The percent peak
area of the gel peak is considered as total gel content. And the weight precent gel content of the
(second stage) polymer was adjusted to account for the non-crosslinked seed content.
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5.3.4.3 Particle Size Measurement
Particle Size for each batch of samples were measured by Capillary Hydrodynamic Fractionation
(CHDF) 2000 bought from Matec Applied Sciences. The CHDF was calibrated by 81nm, 125nm,
203nm and 345nm styrene standard particles. The eluent is purchased by the same company.
Details were provided in Chapter 2.
5.4 Result & Discussion
5.4.1 Justification of range of monomer feed rates via homopolymerization of n-BMA by
seeded emulsion polymerization.
As our primary focus is to assess the impact and sensitivity of gel network development to
monomer feed rate, we first must determine the tolerance of the general backbone polymerization
to that monomer consumption versus delivery balance. Specifically, we must identify what range
of feed times, for a constant monomer mass, would be classified as starve-fed or instead as flooded.
Here, we define starve-fed conditions to correspond to systems where the instantaneous unreacted
monomer concentration is at or below 1 mol/L (with reference to particle volume) throughout the
polymerization. This low level of unreacted monomer not only minimizes plasticization of the seed
polymer by monomer, but it also tends to lead to more statistical incorporation of comonomers
into the polymer chain composition; averting reactivity ratio effects and leading to compositionally
uniform chains. At higher unreacted monomer concentration, a variety of other parameters become
important and the system is termed flooded and at an extreme starts to approach solution or bulk111

like reaction conditions.
Starve-fed semi-batch conditions are common in industry and thus we searched for the breadth of
suitable feed rates that would still satisfy such a condition. While for an acrylate system and
without any divinyl crosslinker, Asua et al.

86,88

previously reported that variation in feeding rate

did not markedly influence the gel fraction in the final product for n-butyl acrylate seeded emulsion
polymerizations, as long starve fed conditions were used. This is an important point to emphasize
as acrylate-based systems experience a significant amount of chain transfer to polymer producing
both short-chain and long-chain branches. The effective mole fraction of labile hydrogens is
inherently significant in this case (present in every monomer unit) and of course decoupled from
monomer feed rate. By contrast, with a methacylate-based system and no opportunity for hydrogen
abstraction, and with a divinyl comonomer, the mole fraction of sites suited to branching and
network development (pendent vinyl groups) is a function of crosslinker concentration in the
recipe. Both long-chain branching as well as copolymerization with multi-vinyl monomers can
lead to gel, and hence we were curious to see if an impact of monomer feed rate would be observed
here with a fully methacrylate system (without branching) and specifically with a low mole
fraction of divinyl crosslinker.
To establish the tolerance of average concentration of unreacted monomer during these
polymerizations as a function of monomer feed rate for the crosslinker containing recipes, a seeded
emulsion polymerization with pure n-BMA was conducted with a relatively fast feeding time of
30 minutes. This unreacted monomer concentration in the particles at any point in the reaction is
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central to this work in that there will be a competitive balance between chain-end propagation and
macroradical attack of the pendent vinyl groups present. We are specifically interested in the
starve-fed condition and how sensitive that competitive balance is to monomer feed rate variations.
As described in Section 5.3.3, the monomer feed times for this work range from 0 (batchwise) to
120-minute feed and thus the 30-minute case is the fastest feed rate (aside from the batch reaction).
Characterization of the kinetic profiles for this run resulted in a maximum unreacted monomer
concentration of 0.7 mol/L and thus safely characterized as being starve fed. This of course
indicates that all slower feeding rates (longer feed time) would maintain that condition, except of
course for the batchwise reaction. Indeed, the polymerizations containing crosslinker summarized
in Table 3 exhibited maximum unreacted monomer concentrations of 0.5 mol/L (30-minute feed)
down to 0.1 mol/L (120-minute feed) allowing a range of four different starve-fed conditions, with
the batchwise reaction the only flooded case with an average unreacted monomer concentration of
2.4 mol/L.
5.4.2 Justification of co-monomer selections.
While already described to some degree above, the choice of an all-methacrylate system was
deliberate for this work. The lack of labile hydrogens for abstraction eliminates alternate pathways
to branching and gel formation and for the co-monomer pair of n-BMA and EGDMA restricts any
topological network formation to reactions with the pendent EGDMA vinyl group. The starved
monomer feed condition already forces a statistical incorporation of the monomer mixture in chain
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composition, but another benefit of the all-methacrylate system is essentially no compositional
drift even under flooded conditions. The motivation to produce statistically random copolymers is
to remove the potential influence of periods of the polymerization where the average incorporation
of the crosslinker is either exacerbated or diminished on the tendency to form gel.
In addition to chemical reactivity motivation, we must also consider the influence of chain mobility
on mechanisms and pathways more controlled by diffusion. With a reaction temperature of 70 °C,
the glass transition temperature (Tg) for poly(n-BMA-co-EGDMA) will always be in the rubbery
state (by approximately a 40 °C margin) regardless of unreacted monomer concentration (which
will only act to further plasticize the polymer). This low Tg will also allow for quicker and more
facile swelling by solvent during the analytical gel test and more efficient extraction of linear or
lightly branched chains.
Table 5.3 Information for final products based on different feeding rate and initial KPS
concentration.
Gel
Feeding
Gel Content
KPS
Conversion
Particle
Content by
Time
by centrifuge
a
(mol/L)
(%)
Size (nm)
AFFFF
(hour)
(wt%)b
(wt%) c
0
0.01
100%
266
104±4
96
0.5
0.01
99%
264
92±6
93
1
0.01
100%
260
70±10
65
1.5
0.01
98%
263
24±10
33
2
0.01
99%
266
17±5
28
1
0.008
95%
261
60±5
61
1
0.013
97%
262
79±3
76
1
0.03
100%
268
64±3
56
a: Particle size was characterized by CHDF, so a ±5nm error might be considered.
b: Gel content was obtained based on centrifugation method. Unreasonable value resulted from
the acceptable experimental error. The error bar has a 95% confidence.
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c: Gel Content was obtained by AFFFF techniques, so an average of ±3wt% error might be
considered.
5.4.3 Influence of linear monomer feed rate on network formation during the reaction
Now with a control system basis without crosslinker present, and of course no measured gel
content, we explored the aforementioned range of feed times between 0 (batchwise seeded reaction)
and 120 minutes, now with the crosslinker EGDMA co-monomer to induce gel formation. Table
5.3 summarizes the major elements of this series of reactions and their gel characteristics. To build
comfort in their comparison, we note that all reactions reached high conversion and had consistent
control over final particle size (no second crop formation), even for variations in initiator
concentration.
Of encouraging note in Table 5.3 is the trend of gel content sensitivity to the monomer feed rates
employed here. It is clear in this type of system that faster monomer feed rates, even under starve
fed conditions, result in higher gel fraction. The batchwise reaction, following trend even though
certainly with dramatically higher unreacted monomer content, showed nearly complete gel
content by both the solvent extraction technique as well as by A4F. This was not deemed an outlier
as the 30-minute feed, while still considered starve fed, had a gel content not far different. The
discrepancy, while encouragingly small, between the centrifuge analysis and the A4F data can in
part by explained by incomplete extraction of linear chains from the uncrosslinked seed polymer
for the higher gel content samples and incomplete centrifugation sedimentation for the lower gel
content samples more highly swollen with solvent.
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Figure 5.1 Variations in linear monomer feed rate (left) and resulting gel content (right) for
equivalent total time at reaction temperature.
A clear trend in Figure 5.1 is observed that higher linear feeding rate (shorter feed time) led to an
increased gel content. It is not surprising that the batch reaction should be able to generate very
high gel content as batchwise seeded emulsion polymerization shares similarities mechanistically
with crosslinking reactions carried out in bulk or solution copolymerization with EGDMA, which
both have often reported for nearly complete gel in their final product

92-93,95

. The trend is clear

that topological network development becomes less efficient the slower the monomer is fed to the
reactor. That is, with lower unreacted monomer concentration in the reactor the mechanisms that
lead to intermolecular, molecular weight increasing, reactions are unfavored. This was somewhat
counterintuitive as for example, long-chain branching by chain transfer to polymer reaction
pathways are typically more favored with lower unreacted monomer concentration

86,88

. The

bottom three rows, coupled with the third row, showcase that for a particular monomer feed rate,
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the gel fraction result was not strongly sensitive to initiator concentration.
5.4.4 The impact of diffusion on gel formation pathways
It is evident from Figure 5.1 that longer feeding time (slow feed) significantly reduces the gel
content compared to flooded systems (fast feed). Under identical polymerization conditions, a
change in the feed time results in differing levels of instantaneous monomer concentrations in the
polymer particles. The monomer itself acts as a plasticizer and the amount of residual monomer in
the particle significantly impacts the viscosity and the diffusion environment within the particle.
The crosslinking reaction involves two macromolecules and is described by mechanisms that
require diffusion-related contributions; this ensures the two molecules are within the same reactive
local volume, beyond the chemical-controlled reactivity descriptors. This suggests that the
plasticizer concentration in the polymer may play a key role in the crosslinking reactions and thus
in the resulting gel content. In addition to intermolecular reactive pathways, intramolecular
mechanisms such as primary cyclization

96-99

are also impacted by chain mobility and diffusion

(Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of probable chain-end radical reaction pathways under high unreacted
monomer content (top), very low unreacted monomer concentration (middle), and a hybrid of the
two cases where total plasticizer concentration mirrors that of the batch case, but with a reactive
fraction similar to that of the starve-fed case (bottom). Orange and blue spheres symbolize
plasticizer where orange spheres with protruding vinyl represent n-BMA monomer, where blue
spheres represent unreactive ethyl acetate molecules. The green microloops are defined later in
Scheme 5.1 and Section 5.4.6.
To explore this hypothesis, we attempt to isolate and decouple strictly diffusional aspects from
chemical reactivity aspects by the addition of an inert plasticizer to an otherwise starved reaction
case (Figure 5.2, bottom). The impact of the plasticizer (monomer or inert solvent) was studied by
maintaining similar plasticizer concentration for 2 different feeding times (30 mins and 2 hours).
Both cases significantly differ in final gel content without additional plasticizer (Table 5.3).
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To create similar plasticizer concentrations between both reactions, ethyl acetate (EAc) was used
to pre-swell the polymer seed latex in the case of 2-hour feed. EAc was selected due to its
similarities with methacrylate monomers. The amount of EAc used was such that the total
plasticizer concentration in polymer particles is comparable to those obtained in the case of 30
mins feed reaction without crosslinker (~0.7 mol/L). This was calculated considering the
partitioning of EAc between the polymer and the aqueous phases using a partition coefficient of
3.4 100. Based on this the total amount of EAc used was 11.6 wt% (based on total monomer).
From Table 4, we observe that the addition of EAc as plasticizer does not increase the resulting gel
content for 2-hour feed, despite the plasticizer concentrations being similar to that for 30 mins feed.
In fact, the gel content obtained for both cases, with and without EAc, is relatively similar, as can
be seen in Table 5.4 for 2-hour feeds. This suggests that the gel formation in the current case is not
diffusion-driven and therefore points to a different reactive pathway. The amount of reactive
monomer in the particles is potentially the key determining factor for the gel formation, as
suggested by these experiments. This will be explored further in the next section by utilizing nonlinear feeding profiles, where the monomer concentrations differ throughout the reaction.
Table 5.4 Experimental comparison between a 0.5hr-feeding reaction and a preswollen reaction
with a 2hr-feeding profile.
Feeding Time
0.5 hr
2 hr
2 hr

wt % ethyl acetate (%)a
0
0
11.6

Particle Size(nm)b
264
266
268

Gel Content(wt%)c
92 ± 6
17 ± 5
12 ± 10

a Weight percent inert solvent based on monomer during crosslinking stage
b Particle size was characterized by CHDF, where a ± 5nm error is reasonable to consider
c Gel content was obtained based on the centrifugation method
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5.4.5 Seeded emulsion polymerization with non-linear feeding
With linear monomer feeding profiles at different rates clearly impacting final gel content, we then
turned to explore combinations of different linear feed rates to produce a non-linear overall feed
profile. Such profiles are often employed to affect compositional aspects of chains formed in
different portions of the reaction or to address engineering issues such as heat removal, yet here
we were most curious to discover if the combinations of different linear rates would be additive in
cumulative gel or not.
Two linear feeding rates, 0.5 hour feeding time for one third of the total monomer or 2.75 hour
feeding time for two thirds of the total monomer, were regarded as “fast feeding” and “slow feeding”
rates. Three different combinations of these two linear feeding rates (fast-slow, slow-fast, and fastslow-fast) were designed to be the non-linear profiles, as shown in Figure 5.3a.
From the parent feeding profile (the linear 30-minute feed) we observed almost complete gel
formation (Table 5.3), so here, we thought to expect near full gel content for that portion of
monomer fed during that stage. Regarding the remaining two thirds of monomer fed by the slow
feeding rate, which in fact is even slower than the linear 2 hour feeding profile described earlier,
we estimated that we might achieve approximately 30% gel for that stage. In the “slow-fast-slow”
feeding profile as shown in Figure 5.3a, each stage contains one third of the total monomer.
The experimental data for these three cases is shown in Figure 5.3b as fractional gel content instead
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of instantaneous gel contents over reaction time. Fractional gel content can be expressed as the
mass of dry gel relative to the product of total monomer mass fed and final monomer conversion.
Figure 5.3b quite interestingly shows that the resulting gel content development profiles displayed
similar trends to the monomer feed profiles used. Moreover, while all three non-linear feeding
profiles each retained the same total 120 minute feeding time, their final gel contents were all
observed to be significantly higher (~80%) than the gel content for the corresponding linear 2 hour
feeding profile (~30%, Table 5.3. This is an important distinction and even more interesting that
80% is also significantly higher than the weighted average of each linear feed, which would have
been approximately 50% gel.

Figure 5.3 (a) Three different non-linear monomer feeding profiles and (b) the respective evolution
of fractional gel content.
It was interesting for us to see that different nonlinear-feeding profiles can give a very close gel
content in the final product, even though the dynamic development of gel content for each was
dramatically distinguished. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, gel is formed more easily if
there is pre-existing gel in the latex particles; an autoacceleration-like effect. This situation can be
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clearly confirmed by the gel evolution profile for the “fast-slow” case where almost all monomer
fed during the fast period was crosslinked (1 = 33%, equivalent to all monomer fed to that point),
providing a large existing topological network before the slow feeding profile started. This preexisting gel means that subsequent chains formed, during the slow feed period, can not only
encounter pendent vinyls in network polymer formed during that stage but also encounter pendent
vinyls in the pre-existing macromolecular network in the particles. Effectively, once that second
feed stage (in this case the slow stage) starts there is a higher overall available pendent vinyl
concentration, and a portion already part of a gel network. Secondly, monomer fed in a later fast
feeding profiles could not only crosslink monomer fed in its own period but can also aid in linking
prior non-crosslinked polymer together. This effect presents itself more prominently when the
amount of non-gel polymer was higher before the fast-feed stage and is clearly reflected by
comparing the delta in each profile (Figure 5.3b) representing the fraction of gel formed
specifically during the fast-feeding period. Only one third of monomer was fed in the fast-feeding
period in all cases, so any excess gel fraction beyond 33% was contributed by crosslinking
reactions with pre-existing non-crosslinked polymer. A result of the same effect, a final observation
to highlight in Figure 5.3b is that at the end of monomer feed (120 minutes), and similarly after a
subsequent one hour hold time, the earlier the fast feed stage was implemented the higher the
observed final gel content.
5.4.6 Hypothesis for mechanism responsible for gel sensitivity to monomer feeding rate
The heterophase polymerization mechanism of emulsion polymerization brings complexities for
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the experimental characterization and reasonable interpretation of prevailing mechanisms behind
experimental trends observed. Here, we turn our focus to computational efforts to explore
mechanisms and in particular to assess the balance of key molecular weight building pathways
sensitive to monomer feeding profile and influencing gel formation.
From the experimental data, it is clearly evident that monomer feeding rate significantly impacts
the amount of gel obtained in seeded semi-batch emulsion polymerization. In order to further
understand this impact on crosslinking, the emulsion polymerization reactions with EGDMA were
simulated using our in-house developed kinetic Monte Carlo (kMC) simulation packages

101-104

.

Previously, our group has successfully utilized kMC methods to simulate crosslinking reactions
with various methacrylate based mono and divinyl monomers in bulk polymerization

92-93

. The

same approach was utilized here, yet now for reactions in the particle phase while also
incorporating aqueous phase reactions and radical entry from the water to the particle phase. The
details of this simulation approach for emulsion polymerization are described in Tripathi and
Tsavalas 104.
The simulation results are shown in Figure 5.4 (specifically the red dashed profiles). Interestingly,
we initially found that in all cases regardless of feeding profile, approximately 100% gel fraction
was obtained; differing starkly from the experimental observations to this point. This strongly
suggested that there are likely to be additional mechanisms involved which rise in importance to
dominate in the case of starve fed reactions at low monomer concentration 105-107.
Crosslinkers like EGDMA have longer ester side chains with a pendent terminal second vinyl
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group. A radical reaction with that pendent vinyl group (once the first EGDMA vinyl group is part
of a growing chain) results in network formation. However, another potential reaction can be
considered where a chain-end active radical of a crosslinker’s newly incorporated first vinyl group
can potentially react with its own pendent group. This can be seen similar to the backbiting reaction
prevalent for acrylate monomers 86,88,108-111 where a chain-end radical abstracts a backbone alphahydrogen in close proximity a few monomer units back resulting in a mid-chain radical and short
branch. The first-order reaction in crosslinker systems will result in ‘micro-loops’ or
intramolecular primary cyclization 106,112-116. This results in an ineffective network point and does
not influence the chain molecular weight, again similar in some ways to short-chain branching
from backbiting, yet here this reaction consumes a pendent vinyl group. Much like the 6-carbon
ring dimension dominant in backbiting, this micro-loop reaction is also well suited to EGDMA as
it develops a loop of similar dimension. This is especially damaging, with crosslinking as the goal,
for recipes only involving minor divinyl comonomer fraction. In addition, this reaction event will
produce a more entropically restricted mid-chain radical compared to the chain-end radical
(Scheme 5.1, middle) prior to continued propagation. As such, we have modeled this reaction as
first-order with a reaction rate coefficient kCYC. The subsequent propagation continues at the chain
end, yet the first new monomer addition should be noted to be retarded as it will be an addition to
a mid-chain radical at the loop closure as opposed to a chain-end radical. This is the reason we
inserted an asterisk into the kp* on the Scheme as in reality it should be broken into two steps for
the retarded first monomer addition and then subsequent propagation forward.
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Scheme 5.1 Intramolecular primary cyclization (micro-loop formation) of the active divinyl chainend radical and continued linear propagation resulting in a consumed pendent vinyl and loss of
potential network node.
Simulations were performed for a range of values of kCYC and results were compared to the
experimental gel data for the non-linear feed systems. From Figure 5.4 we find that a kCYC value
of approximately 4000 s-1 results in strikingly close agreement (dark green solid profiles) with the
experimental data, even for these more complex multi-stage feed profiles. This is highly
encouraging and supportive of the importance of the hypothesis that the probability for the microloop pathway versus chain-end propagation is the determining feature for these polymerizations.
The rate coefficient estimated for kCYC (~4000 s-1) here is higher than that for backbiting reactions
in case of n-butyl acrylate polymerizations which is estimated as 967 s-1 108 This difference can be
attributed to the faster reactions between a chain-end radical and vinyl groups here as compared to
that for chain-end radical abstracting a hydrogen atom.
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of experimental (solid points) and simulation results (dashed and solid
profiles) for fractional gel fraction versus time for a) Fast-Slow, b) Slow-Fast and c) Slow-FastSlow non-linear feeding profiles for seeded emulsion polymerization with EGDMA crosslinker
(solid green, kCYC = 4000 s-1). The monomer feeding profile (dashed black) and simulation without
an active micro-loop mechanism (dashed red, kCYC = 0 s-1) are also shown for comparison.
From the simulations, we find that there is significant retardation in gel formation for the starved
system cases as compared to flooded systems where the gel formation is relatively instantaneous.
A crosslinker monomer as a chain-end radical has two propagation reaction choices; propagation
with another available monomer or intramolecular primary cyclization with itself. For a flooded
system (fast feed systems), the particle contains a large molar concentration of unreacted monomer
resulting in higher probability for linear propagation reaction compared to the cyclization reaction.
In other words, this will protect and save the pendent vinyl group which can later be attacked by a
different macroradical along a crosslinking reaction pathway. On the other hand, for the case of
starve-fed systems the molar amount of unreacted monomer in each particle is limited. In such a
case, the micro-loop formation reaction will be more comparable to chain-end propagation
reactions (depending on crosslinker structural characteristics). This scenario results in higher
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utilization of the pendent vinyl groups, yet in an ineffective manner removing them from
possibility of a network forming reaction. This also effectively reduces the total molar
concentration of pendent groups for any future radical attack. These two scenarios are displayed
schematically in Scheme 5.2.

Scheme 5.2 Mechanistic pathways to gel content as a function of monomer feed rate and influenced
by propensity of micro-loop formation versus normal chain-end propagation.
The impact of feed rate on gel formation can be further discussed in terms of the fraction of pendent
vinyl group utilization. In Figure 5.5, the total fraction of pendent groups utilized (pendent groups
reacted relative to amount of crosslinker reacted) is compared with the fraction of pendent groups
involved in micro-loop formation for all three non-linear feed systems. Consistent with the
experimental gel fraction development, we can see that in the case of the fast fed system, the total
pendent group utilization is lower compared the analogous starve-fed condition. Here we can also
see that for more monomer flooded (F) segments of the profiles, the ineffective utilization of
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pendent groups is also reduced. In those segments, the dashed profiles for the fraction of pendent
groups utilized in micro-loop formation drop precipitously, retaining those vinyls for potential
crosslinking events in subsequent reaction steps. This trend is observed even when the feeding
profile is switched to fast feed during later stages of the reaction.

Figure 5.5 Utilization of pendent vinyl groups on crosslinker monomer. Dashed profiles
correspond specifically to those pendent used in microloop formation and solid profiles
correspond to total (intra- plus inter-) pendent group utilization. Legend nomenclature for feed
profiles indicated by F-S (fast-slow), S-F (slow-fast) and S-F-S (slow-fast-slow).
5.5 Conclusion
An exclusively methacrylate-based copolymer of n-BMA and EGDMA was polymerized by semibatch seeded emulsion polymerization to assess the sensitivity of gel network development to
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monomer feed rate. Methacrylates were chosen so as to avert the complication of parallel pathways
to gel from chain transfer to polymer. Strikingly, the gel fraction was observed to be significantly
influenced by monomer feed rate, even while most of the experiments were performed under socalled starve-fed conditions. More flooded conditions from faster monomer feed rates, including
seeded batch reactions, counterintuitively resulted in significantly higher gel fraction.
We find this counterintuitive as we originally felt there would be some similarity to chain transfer
to polymer sensitivity to monomer process conditions which is favored when unreacted monomer
content is low. The deviation is in part due to the vastly different mole fraction of reaction sites
(i.e. pendent vinyls here versus labile hydrogens in systems that can undergo chain transfer to
polymer). Simulations revealed striking correlation to even non-linear monomer feed profiles
where the dominant influence on this phenomenon was the sensitivity of primary intramolecular
cyclization to the instantaneous unreacted monomer concentration. This is of course directly
impacted by monomer feed rate. This is highly encouraging and supportive of the importance of
the hypothesis that the probability for the micro-loop pathway versus chain-end propagation is the
determining feature for these polymerizations. The rate coefficient estimated for kCYC (~4000 s-1)
here is also higher than that for backbiting reactions for the case of n-butyl acrylate
polymerizations which has been estimated as 967 s-1

108

. This difference can be attributed to the

faster reactions between a chain-end radical and pendent vinyl groups on a flexible side chain here
as compared to that for a chain-end radical abstracting a hydrogen atom from the backbone.
This importance of primary cyclization pathways has been explored previously for bulk and
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solution polymerizations, but not for emulsified reaction environments with very low mole fraction
divinyl monomer where any loss of network forming nodes becomes dramatically damaging. In
addition, while gel fraction could be efficaciously manipulated by variations in linear monomer
feed rates, it could be markedly enhanced by leveraging non-linear feed profiles built from
combination sequences of flooded and starved conditions. In this work, we observed 30% gel for
a 2 hour linear feed time, where 80% gel was observed over the same total feed time when a short
fast-feed segment was employed early in the polymerization. This is an important distinction and
even more interesting that 80% is also significantly higher than the gel produced by a weighted
average of the two corresponding linear feed segments run individually (which would have been
approximately 50% gel).
We emphasize here that the ultimate gel fraction in these systems is highly influenced by how early
in the polymerization the onset of gel occurs. In bulk polymerizations, this onset occurs
considerably earlier under dilute viscosity conditions and very high monomer concentration where,
for low mole fraction crosslinker, the micro-loop pathway does not dominate. By contrast, here in
seeded emulsion polymerizations the system is viscous from the start where low monomer
conditions can enable simpler first order reactions such as intramolecular cyclization, directly
impacting the effective mole fraction of subsequent potential crosslinking sites.
An important take-away from this work is that one can maintain starved monomer feed conditions
(with unreacted monomer content in polymer particles < 1 mol/L), often leveraged in industrial
settings for efficient heat removal capability as well as for statistical copolymer composition
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control, and still have the ability to tune gel content to a desired target. We show here that should
one target very low gel content; extension of the monomer feed time is indirectly proportional to
gel content observed; longer feed time produces less gel. By contrast, should one target high gel
content, non-linear feed profiles with an early fast-feed segment will produce significantly more
gel than the equivalent linear feed over the same total time.
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Chapter 6 Biobased Ionic Reactive Surfactant for Emulsion
Polymerization

6.1 Abstract
A library of bio-based reactive surfactants was successfully synthesized. Two types of bio-based
building blocks, a maleate group and an itaconate group, were used. These reactive surfactants can
be categorized into two classes with either mono-functionality or bi-functionalities. Waterborne
polymer latex was produced using these bio-based reactive surfactants. When the bi-functional
reactive surfactants were applied to the emulsion polymerization, crosslinking and gel was
successfully observed during the emulsion polymerization. With proper choice between bifunctional maleate-based surfactants and itaconate-based surfactants, the gel evolution profile
could also be impacted, with a decreasing trend in instantaneous gel content found when the bifunctional itaconate-based surfactants were applied. This may result from compositional drift
between those reactive surfactants and second stage co-monomers during the polymerization. This
chapter is preliminary work developed as a branch from the main content of this thesis, and should
seed continued work on the topic from subsequent group members. A general framework has been
successfully established here with good potential.
6.2 Introduction and Background
Surfactants are amphipilic molecules with hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions in their structure
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widely applied as stabilizers in heterophase polymerizations, such as emulsion polymerization,
suspension polymerization, microemulsion polymerization and miniemulsion polymerization.117
The product of a heterophase polymerization is polymer particles dispersed in a continuous phase
(e.g. water). A “stabilizer” then refers to molecules that adsorb to the surface of those particles to
prevent them from “destabilizing” (e.g. coagulating, aggregating, or clustering). In fact, the word
“surfactant” is derived from the three words, “surface active agent”. If the polymer particles are
hydrophobic compared to the continuous phase, the hydrophobic portion of the surfactant is what
interacts with the particle surface then allowing the hydrophilic portion to be solvated by the
continuous phase. This arrangement lowers the interfacial tension between the two phases and can
be accomplished by either steric or electrostatic contributions according to the chemical structures
(ionic or nonionic) of the surfactant.118
Materials produced via heterophase polymerizations are widely applied, such as in waterborne
coatings and adhesives.118-122 Surfactants are typically necessary during polymerization, for
example to stabilize the polymer particles (“latex”, if the product of an emulsion polymerization)
and influence the control of particle size, yet they are not necessarily beneficial to final product
properties in certain applications. They are in fact often considered to be the culprit behind poor
performance, in some cases, of waterborne products compared to solvent-borne coating
materials.123-124 As conventional surfactants typically only adsorb physically to the water-polymer
interface, they can desorb from the surface during film formation (water evaporation process to
the target of a continuous polymer coating). This can result in a non-uniform distribution of
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surfactants througout the dried polymer coating. In many cases surfactants tend to migrate to the
top of the film surface which can make a relatively rough surface with higher water sensitivity. In
other drying conditions, the surfactant can accumulate and be trapped in internal portions of the
film during the particle consolidation process.

This also leads to water sensitivity within the

coating and other heterogeneous properites. Thus, from a microscopic point of view, the nature
of the dynamic adsorption and desorption process weakens the stability of latex under
circumstances like high shear force or the presence of salt (higher ionic strength) leading to particle
coalescence and latex flocculation.125 From macroscopic point of view, water resistance, adhesion
strength, shear strength and peel strength are adversely influenced by surfactants because of the
non-uniform migration during drying and film formation.126-127
To overcome these detrimental effects, reactive surfactants which can be covalently bonded to the
latex particles and provide stability have been envisioned to replace conventional surfactants. 128129

According to the mechanisms of how reactive surfactants interact with polymer particles,

reactive surfactants can be categorized into three different types: “inisurfs”, where the surfactant
can act also as a free radical initiator; “transurfs”, where the surfactant can act also as a chain
transfer agent during the polymerization and “surfmers”, where the surfactant can act also as a
comonomer.130-132 Therefore, reactive surfactants containing reactive functional groups can
covalently anchor to polymeric particles and thereby eliminate any detriment resulting from
migration or desorption suffered by conventional surfactants. For example, RAFT mediated
surfactant free emulsion polymerization takes the concept of the “transurfs”. Emilie et al.
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introduced a one-pot RAFT mediated aqueous polymerization. Later, the same group proved that
the crosslinked latex can also be made via this method.133 In addition, the film made by these
latices were studied under AFM to search for any free surfactant or inhomogeneous distribution,
as well as mechanical performance testing, in collaboration with Keddie’s group.133 Furthermore,
they also found that the film made via this method can significantly increase the water barrier
capability.134 Even though RAFT mediated emulsion polymerization can also achieve high solids
content (~40%), shortfalls, such as the high expense of producing RAFT agents and the difficulty
in achieving high molecular weight (RAFT often leads to Mn less than 100k, where some
performance properties target greater), make this method still challenging for industrial application
(for commodity product market scale). Therefore, we focused on designing “surfmer” type reactive
surfactants in this work, as the implementation of surfmer is more closely related to the
conventional (and industrially practiced) method of producing latex. Some “surfmer” products
themselves are already commercially available, which validates their potential to be scaled and
widely used.
Given environmental concerns, it is also important for scientists to consider synthesis routes to
reactive surfactants from renewable bio-based sources. Itaconic acid, a cheap sustainable
compound produced by fermentation, has been recognized as a versatile building block for
renewable materials and categorized in the list of “top 12” building block molecules in advanced
biorefineries.135-136 However, only few itaconic-based surfactants have been observed in the
published literature. Ding et al. and Xu et al. synthesized ionic itaconate surfactants, but these
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surfactants were not reactive, and their performances in stabilizing latex was not reported.137-138
Recently, Ramakrishnan’s group reported the synthesis of several different itaconate-based
reactive surfactants.139 In their work, the hydrophilic site of the diitaconates can be made up of
polyethylene glycol (PEG), glyceryl or dopamine units. Thus, they are not only able to provide
stability but also can functionalize polymer particles during and after polymerization. However,
the stabilization efficiency for those surfactants was observed to be low. To counter this low
efficiency, a significant loading of these surfactants, at least 30wt% relative to the organic phase,
was included in the recipes to provide colloidal stability. Conventional recipes only use 1-3wt%
surfactants relative to the polymer phase. A very high surfactant content can obviously impact the
properties of final products chemically and mechanically. This issue likely results from two reasons.
The first is the reactivity ratio of itaconate double bonds to styrene is relatively high.140 Thus, a lot
of surfactants were buried inside the polymer particles due to early incorporation of reactive
surfactants into the earlier formed polymer chains. Secondly, their surfactants were nonionic,
which can only provide steric stabilization to latex particles, so a relative high amount of their
surfactants must be included (more typical for nonionic surfactants).
In this work, we attempted to design ionic itaconate based reactive surfactants and study the
stabilization efficiency with a better comonomer, such as methacrylates.141-142 In addition to this,
to our best knowledge, only few papers have discussed crosslinkable reactive surfactants,143 where
the surfactants will not only stabilize the particle but also enable crosslinking of the particle phase
due to a second reactive bond per surfactant molecule. In our design, we carefully choose an allyl
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group as the second pendant double bond, as it has a relatively low reactivity compared to other
common reactive groups, such as styrenic vinyl, methacrylic vinyl and acrylic vinyl. At the same
time, it is still a common crosslinking functionality site for crosslinkers like allyl methacrylate,
which is widely applied in the coatings industry. The low reactivity of an allyl group can prevent
from the homocrosslinking event (the crosslink of reactive surfactants themself) in the water phase
and also help minimize the fraction of buried surfactant inside polymer particles.
To fully probe the feasibility of our design, one crosslinkable maleate-based reactive surfactant
was also synthesized to give a wider range of reactivity difference between two vinyls in a same
surfactant and between surfactants and monomers. Their monovinyl relatives were also
synthesized for a comprehensive comparison. Beyond surfactant synthesis, both ab-initio and
seeded emulsion polymerizations were conducted with the reactive surfactants successfully
produced in order to investigate and evaluate their applicability in heterophase polymerizations.
6.3 Experimental Details
6.3.1 Materials
Itaconic Anhydride (IA) was provided by Itaconix Corporation. Succinic Anhydride (SA) was
purchased from Alfa Aesar. Maleic Anhydride (MA) was purchased from Fluka. 10-Undecen-1-ol,
1-Undecanol, 1,3-Propanesultone (Sultone), Potassium Persulfate (KPS), Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate
(SDS) and Styrene (Sty) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Methyl Methacrylate (MMA), Butyl
Methacrylate (BMA) and Butyl Acrylate (BA) were purchased from Acros Organic. All monomers
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used in the polymerization were purified by passing through a column packed with Aluminum
Oxide purchased from Acros Organic, and then stored in the freezer (-17℃). KPS was stored in
the freezer and used as it is. Chemicals without specific notation were stored at room temperature
and used as is.
6.3.2 Synthesis of reactive surfactants
Our target reactive surfactants have structures shown in Scheme 6.1. They are named based on
their anhydride parent and the number of vinyl groups they have. For example, SSSM represents
“Sodium Sulfopropylakyl Succinate (with Mono double bond)”. All reactive surfactants were
synthesized via same synthetic path (Scheme 6.2). The synthetic path has 3 steps: (1) esterification
of the anhydride and alcohol; (2) neutralization of the carboxylic acid group; and (3) reaction with
1,3-Propanesultone132. Each synthetic step was confirmed by NMR shown in Figure 6.1 and
Appendix B.
6.3.3 Esterification of the anhydride and alcohol
A typical procedure was applied as follows: 8 g of anhydride, 12.8 g of alcohol and 0.05g of
hydroquinone were mixed in 20ml of toluene into a 250ml round bottom flask. The reaction was
refluxed at 135℃ for 5 hours under stirring on a hot plate with a round bottom flask holder. The
toluene was removed by rotary evaporation after the product was cooled to room temperature.
Next, the product was recrystallized with water and with n-hexane three times. After purification,
a crystal-like product was obtained. The NMR spectra in Appendix B was used to confirm the
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success of the synthesis. The yield of each product was ranged from 35%-75%.
6.3.4 Neutralizations of mono-alkyl esters
0.9 equivalents of a highly concentrated aqueous NaOH (50wt%) solution was added dropwise to
a solution of the mono-alkyl ester and acetone, which had a weight ratio of 1:1, with strong stirring
at 50℃. In addition, 0.03g of hydroquinone (per 10g of ester) was added before heating the
solution. After the addition of NaOH solution, the product was held at 50℃ under strong stirring
for 60 minutes.

According to our experience, a suggested minimum mass of ester-acetone

solution for a batch is 20g, as it was observed that smaller batches typically resulted in a higher
level of hydrolysis. The acetone in the cooled product was removed by rotary evaporation. After
acetone removal, the product was purified by washing with cold acetone at least 2 more times and
then dried under vacuum. The purified product is very soluble in water giving a transparent
aqueous solution. Foaming properties could be easily observed by bubbling air into the solution.
The successful synthesis of 5 different neutralized products was verified by NMR spectra shown
in Appendix B. Unfortunately, the yield in this step is significantly lower than reported values for
a similar procedure except for the succinic based ester. The typical yield we observed was lower
than 50%. For the itaconate based ester, the yields and quality of the product varied and were not
comfortably reproducible. A yield of roughly 30% percent with high purity sometimes could be
obtained, but other times with the same procedure a batch of product with extremely bad purity
would also be obtained.
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6.3.5 Reactions of ionic ester with sultone
A general recipe for this step was mixing 19.3 g of ester, 7.59 g of sultone in 28.3 g of acetone. In
addition, to prevent the possibility of polymerization, 0.05g of hydroquinone was also added. The
mixture was heated in a 250 ml rounded bottom flask at 50℃ under stirring for 2 hours. 0.124 g
of sultone and 1.46 g of deionized water were them added every 30 minutes during the following
3 hours. The total reaction time was 5 hours.

The cooled product was rotary evaporated to

remove acetone. After that the product was recrystallized at least twice with a 10:1 acetone-water
mixture and dried in a vacuum oven. The success of this reaction was confirmed by NMR shown
in Figure 1. However, only 4 types of the targeted surfactants have been synthesized successfully
so far. The NMR spectra indicate an overall high purity (>90%), but there were some small peaks
noted besides the major expected peaks suggesting the presence of a certain degree of impurity,
most likely a result from minor hydrolysis. It is important to point out that the highest yield (~70%)
was from the itaconate-based surfactant. By contrast, the yield of the reaction to produce the
maleate-based surfactant was lowest (~20%).
6.3.6 Ab-initio emulsion polymerization
In this study, an ab-initio emulsion polymerization reaction was performed with a 10% batch
followed by semicontinuous monomer feeding process. The monomers used in this study were
MMA and BA with a weight ratio of 3:1. 0.7g of either SDS or SSSM was added with 158.84g of
boiled deionized water and 4g of the MMA/BA mixture in a 250ml 3-neck jacketed glass reactor
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equiped with a condenser, nitrogen inlet, monomer feed inlet and placed in a water bath set at 70℃.
The mixture was stirred at 70℃ for 30 mins under nitrogen flux. After that, the polymerization
reaction was initiated with the addition of 0.46g of KPS. After 30 minutes, the additional 36g of
remaining MMA/BA mixture was then fed over 2 hours followed by holding the reactor at 70℃
for another 1 hour. During the reaction, intermediate samples were removed and quenched by a
trace of hydroquinone for monomer conversion analysis. Samples were stored in a refrigerator
before processing. After a total of 3.5 hour reaction time, the reaction was quenched by cooling
to room temperature. More details on this procedure were presented in Chapter 2.
6.3.7 Seeded emulsion polymerization.
The detailed procedure was discussed in both Chapter 2 and 4. The characteristic information of
the seed polymer particles is summarized in Table 6.1. The recipe used in this study for the 4
different seed growth reactions is then summarized in Table 6.2. The analytical characterizartion
for both emulsion and seeded emulsion polymerizations are shown in Table 6.3.
Table 6.1 The characteristic information of the PBMA seed latex.
Residual
Particle
Polymer
Solid Content
Conversion
SDSb
KPSa
Sizec
PBMA

19.52wt%

100%

0.14wt%

a: The residual KPS concentration is relative to the mass of latex.
b: The SDS concentration is relative to the mass of latex.
c: The particle size refers to the diameter.
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0.23wt%

173nm

Table 6.2 Recipes for seeded emulsion polymerizations.
Entry

Surfactant a

Monomer

Comonomer
Ratio

KPS

Seed

Deionized
Water

3
4

0.10g SSMD
-

9.88g
STY/BA

1:1

0.16g

51.23g

38.77g

5

0.1g SSID

6

-

16.30g
BMA

-

0.21g

28.18g

65.32g

7

0.1g SSMD

a: “-” means that no additional surfactant was added.

6.3.8 Characterizations
6.3.8.1 NMR spectra
NMR spectra were used for confirming the targeted product structure in the surfactant synthesis
steps. Bruker 500 MHz NMR was applied to obtain proton NMR. In the esterification steps the
proton NMRs were obtained with CDCl3, but in the rest of steps D2O was used as the deuterated
solvent. All NMR tests were done at the UNH University Instrumentation Center (UIC).
6.3.8.2 Kinetic study of emulsion and seeded emulsion polymerizations by gravimetry
Two types of monomer conversions were reported: fractional conversion and instantaneous
conversion. The fractional conversion represents the fraction of total monomer (based on the recipe)
that converted to polymer, but the instantaneous conversion represents the fraction of monomer
fed until the sampling monument that has been converted to polymer. Both conversions are
determined by gravimetric analysis.
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Gravimetric analysis takes advantage of the volatility of components applied in the reaction.
Volatile species like water and monomer can be dried in the oven, but polymer and other salts
cannot. Thus, the conversion can be easily calculated by a mass balance.
The intermediate samples taken out during the polymerizations were weighted and dried with
additional acetone, which can accelerate the drying process, in an air circulated oven at 70℃ for
1 day. The dried samples were weighed again. The solid content at a sampling time t (SCt) can be
expressed as:
Equation 6.1

𝑆𝐶𝑡 =

𝑀𝑑𝑟𝑦
𝑀𝑤𝑒𝑡

where the Mdry represents the mass of the dried sample and Mwet represents the mass of the sample
before the drying process. Based on the solid content measurement, the instantaneous conversion
of the monomer into polymer (ICt) can be written as:
Equation 6.2

𝑆𝐶𝑡 −𝑆𝐶𝑡0

𝐼𝐶𝑡 = 𝑆𝐶

𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑆𝐶𝑡0

where 𝑆𝐶𝑡0 represents the solid content before the monomer is fed. This can be easily calculated
based on the experimental recipe. 𝑆𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑥 here is the assumed solid content if all of monomer fed
up to the sampling time t had been converted to polymer. After obtaining 𝐼𝐶𝑡 , the fractional
conversion (FCt) then can be written as:
Equation 6.3

𝐹𝐶𝑡 = 𝐼𝐶𝑡 × 𝐹𝑡

where Ft represents the fraction of the total monomer fed up to the sampling time t.
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6.3.8.3 Coagulation Measurement
The latex after the polymerization was filtered by a piece of 4-layered cheese cloth. Any chunks
of polymer remaining in the cheese cloth after filtration was considered as coagulum. The
coagulated polymer was weighed before it was dried in an air circulated oven at 70℃ for 1 day.
After the drying process, the dried coagulum was weighed again. The dried mass was recorded as
Cdry. The percent of coagulation, Fc, is expressed as:
Equation 6.4

𝐹𝑐 = 𝑀

𝐶𝑑𝑟𝑦

𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 +𝑀𝑓𝑒𝑑

where 𝑀𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑑 and 𝑀𝑓𝑒𝑑 represents the mass of seed polymer and the total mass of monomer fed,
respectively.
6.3.8.4 Particle Size Measurement
A Capillary Hydrodynamic Fractionation (CHDF 2000; Matec Applied Sciences) instrument was
utilized to characterize the latex particle size and size distribution. The CHDF 2000 fractionates
particles according to their size by using gradients of fluid flow velocity in a capillary tube. The
larger particles can exit the capillary earlier than smaller particles because the larger particles are
more exposed to the middle region which has higher velocity vectors. The UV detector in the
CHDF 2000 can detect particles once they exit from the capillary. Sodium benzoate was used as a
control marker. Results are also compared to a calibration curve is built from 5 styrene standard
particles with particle sizes of 61, 81, 125, 203 and 345 nm.
For a typical CHDF measurement, 2-4 drops of latex were added in a 2ml sample vial and placed
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into the instrument autosampler. After the addition of latex, the 2ml sample vial was filled with
deionized water. A 0.03wt% sodium benzoate solution in deionized water was used for the marker
solution.
6.3.8.5 Tg measurement of latex particles
Two types of glass transition temperatures (Tg), dry Tg and wet Tg, were reported. Both Tgs were
analyzed with a modulated DSC Q2000 (TA Instruments).
Dry Tg was measured for a fully dried waterborne polymer. Typically, 10mg of dried polymer
sample, dried by an air circulated oven at 70℃, is added into a pre-weighed DSC pan. The sample
is then first put into a thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA), TGA Q5000 (TA Instruments), to
remove and residual water still hydrogen bonded with the polymer. Presence of that water content
will plasticize the polymer and influence the observed glass transition. The sample was heated in
the TGA to 150℃ from 30℃ with a heating rate of 10℃ per min and then held isothermal for 1
minute. The whole drying process was under the protection of nitrogen gas. This procedure was
repeated twice for each sample. After the complete drying process, the sample was hermetically
sealed by a hermetic DSC lid (TA Instruments) quickly after the sample cooled to room
temperature. The DSC lid was also weighed before using. Then the Tg of the fully dried polymer
sample was measured by DSC. The DSC sample was heated at a heating rate of 3℃ per min with
a modulated mode (modulation amplitude ± 2 ℃ and with a period of 60 seconds) under the
protection of nitrogen gas.
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The wet Tg was used to describe the Tg of a polymer sample which was in a fully hydrated state.
A detailed protocol can be found in our previous work 146. Thus, a portion of latex sample was
centrifuged by an Eppendorf 5810R centrifuge for 4-5 hours under 14000 rcf. The concentrated
wet latex sludge settled at the bottom of the centrifuge tube was then removed for the wet Tg
measurement. The sample was hermetically sealed in a DSC pan and followed the same Tg
measuring profile mentioned above for the dry Tg measurement.
6.3.8.6 Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) measurement
The critical micelle concentration (CMC) for a surfactant has a strong temperature dependence. In
this study, all CMC values reported were measured at 70℃, as that is the typical polymerization
reaction temperature used here. The protocol used in this study followed the protocol set out by
Stubbs and Sundberg.147 Firstly, a concentrated aqueous surfactant solution (80g/L) was prepared.
80ml of deionized water was added into a 3-neck 125ml jacketed reactor equipped with a
condenser, a water bath set at 70℃ and a conductivity probe. The conductivity data was collected
by Logger Pro 3.15. The data collection was started with the first drop of the surfactant solution
administered. The surfactant solution was fed at a rate of 3 ml/h. During the whole data collection
period, the system must be well-stirred. The detailed data analysis step can also refer to our
previous work.147
6.3.8.7 Gel Test
The gel was measured with the same method described in Chapter 2 in detail. The procedure for
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the gel measurement by centrifuge method is exactly the same as in the procedure in Chapter 5.
However, when we characterized for the existence of gel for samples containing styrene, toluene
was used as solvent. In this case, the gel was only qualitatively characterized based on the solubility
of the sample. If the styrene-containing sample is not fully soluble in toluene, this can indicate the
existence of gel in the sample.
6.4 Results and Discussion

Scheme 6.1 Structures of target reactive surfactants.
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Scheme 6.2 A typical synthetic path for the reactive surfactant. The example given here is the
synthetic path of SSID (with procedural details already described in sections 6.3.2 – 6.3.5).
There were two initial purpose for conducting this research. Firstly, we wanted to see if we can
make ionic itaconate-based reactive surfactants for emulsion polymerization, so two itaconatebased surfactants were listed as two target molecules. Secondly, we were curious about a scenario
where a reactive surfactant might have two vinyl groups and whether this specially designed
surfactant could influence macromolecular network structure during the polymerization. Thus, two
different reactive surfactants, which both have two vinyl groups, were regarded as our target
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molecules. Furthermore, their mono-vinyl counterparts were synthesized in parallel as controls for
comparison. In this study, a library of five reactive surfactant structures were targeted.
Unfortunately, to date one of those has not been achieved, however four have been successfully
synthesized. They are SSSM, SSID, SSMD and SSMM. NMRs of these four surfactant molecules
are shown in Figure 6.1 confirming that each molecule shows the targeted chemical structure.
Even though this study does not focus on optimization of the synthetic method, it is still interesting
to note that while these molecules have very similar structures their yields varied significantly. The
overall yields approximately ranged from 30% to less than 5%, which was far less than our
expectation based on similar methods published.145 It appears that the position of vinyl groups can
significantly influence the solubilities, which brought difficulties to apply the same purification
method to isolate the desired product in each synthetic step. For example, in the neutralization step,
succinic-based product can be easily made and isolated based on a reported procedure and it always
gave a reasonable recovery of approximately 70% after the purification step. However, all other
surfactants only gave significantly smaller recoveries, typically less than 40%. This phenomenon
is especially severe for both neutralization steps of itaconic-based products. Based on our
experience, their neuralization step not only gave a low yield for itaconic-based products, but also
a very bad reproducibility of the yield when we repeated the experiments.

Again, this chapter

describes proof-of-concept work and modification of the synthetic pathway will be future work
for a subsequent student.
The emphasis of this study focused on evaluating the performance of these carefully designed
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molecules as reactive surfactants to stabilize the organic phase in emulsion/seeded emulsion
polymerizations. The other importance of this study is to examine our hypothesis that when a
reactive surfactant has two double bonds which have carefully designed reactivities, whether this
reactive surfactant can be effective in a dual role, stabilization and crosslinking at the same time.
Given this, SSMD and SSID were designed as two possible crosslinkable reactive surfactants.
Itaconate vinyl and maleate vinyl were selected to become backbone double bonds, because they
are both hard to homopolymerize with themselves and both more reactive than the allyl vinyl group.
Thus, it can prevent the event of their homopolymerizations in the serum phase during the
polymerization. However, the allyl double bond was expected to be an efficient pendant vinyl
group for the crosslink reactions. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the allyl group is
commonly used in the crosslinking reactions. It has been shown that crosslinking reactions with
allyl groups usually take place in the very late stage of polymerization due to its generally low
reactivity.148-149 We also found that allyl groups (allyl methacrylate) crosslink the system to a high
level in a very late stage of bulk polymerization with hexyl methacrylate. In short, a potential
crosslinkable reactive surfactant should use their relatively more reactive double bonds (itaconate
vinyl or maleate vinyl in our case) to get incorporated into the polymer chain early and then in the
very late stage of polymerization crosslink the polymer particle by their less reactive vinyl (allyl
vinyl in our case).
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Figure 6.1 NMR for four successfully synthesized reactive surfactants, which from top to bottom
are SSSM, SSID, SSMD, SSMM.
A successful seeded emulsion polymerization generally must prevent a secondary nucleation event,
which may cause a multimodal particle size distribution in the latex. It is best to formulate a seeded
emulsion polymerization recipe with a limited concentration of the surfactant, which should be
always lower than its critical micelle concentration (CMC) during the polymerization, to prevent
micelle formation (the potential nucleation site for secondary nucleation).
Given this, before describing the polymerization of the reactive surfactant library created here, it
is necessary to first evaluate their CMC values. In this study, all CMC values were measured by a
conductiometric method at 70℃, because CMC generally is a function of temperature and our
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reaction temperature is 70℃. Two CMC determination plots are shown as examples in Figure 6.2.
The common way to determine the CMC value is to find the sudden change in slope (“kink point”)
in the plot of conductivity versus concentration, because the rate of conductivity increase is
different before and after the CMC value.150 The challenge in the determination of CMC value for
reactive surfactants can be obviously reflected by the comparison of the two plots in Figure 6.2.
The weak transition in slope change in the plot of SSSM might bring a relatively large human error
when being analysed.
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Figure 6.2 (a) CMC determinations of SDS and (b) SSSM (bottom) at 70℃
The CMC values measured in this study were shown in Figure 6.3, which has error bars with 95%
confidence. The CMC measurement of SDS was used as a control experiment. One can see that
except for SSMM, which is a maleate-based surfactant but with only one double bond, all reactive
surfactants have similar CMC values to that of SDS. However, the significantly lower CMC value
of SSMM was unexpected because SSMD, that has an almost identical structure, has a CMC value
close to the others. There are two possible reasons. This may directly relate to its unique structure,
because SSMM was the only reactive surfactant without a terminal allyl group. Secondly, this
unexpected situation might result from impurities within the product.
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Figure 6.3 Measured CMC values for different surfactants at 70℃.
After the CMC determination for each of surfactant, (seeded) emulsion polymerizations were
applied. Firstly, ab-initio emulsion polymerizations with SSSM were performed to confirm the
capability of micellization of the reactive surfactants in an actual emulsion environment.
Analogous experiments with SDS were used as a control in order to compare the surfactant
performance. The amount of either SDS or SSSM was held constant. It is also important to
emphasize that all procedures and recipes were held constant, except for the choice of the
surfactant type. It is also important to point out that a successful emulsion polymerization with
reactive surfactant has to choose monomers based on the reactive group of the reactive surfactant.
A general guide was concluded in work by Schoonbrood and Asua.151 Given this, BA was chosen
as one of the two monomers. However, BA has a very fast reactivity and has complex side reactions
under the reaction condition, such as backbiting and chain transfer to the polymer, which may
bring complexities for the further characterizations of their product. Thus, MMA was chosen as a
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comonomer, which could suppress the potential issues that BA may bring. With a significant
amount of MMA in the recipe, gel formation by the chain-transfer reaction of BA can be eliminated.
Besides, the MMA/BA combination is commonly used in pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA)
industry. The general experimental results for these two experiments were concluded in entry 1
and 2 in Table 6.3. Their kinetic comparison was shown in Figure 6.4. Both latexes were stable
and there was no coagulation observed in either systems. The whole reaction system in both cases
were starved when monomer feeding started, because their fractional conversion evolutions
closely followed the monomer feeding profile. Moreover, a high instantaneous conversion (above
90%) was observed over the whole monomer feeding stage. This indicates that SSSM could indeed
be involved in the micellar nucleation process and a significant number of polymer particles were
generated to give a high instantaneous monomer conversion. Additionally, there was no
observation of coagulum after the reaction with SSSM, which suggested that SSSM can provide
colloidal stability to the latex particles.
However, it is interesting to note that the latex with SSSM has a larger particle size, 66nm, than
that of the latex with SDS, 53nm. Even though the CMC value of SSSM is close to SDS CMC
based on our measurement, this may be resulted from a larger CMC of SSSM under the
experimental condition, because CMC value can be highly influenced by other species in the
system, such as ionic initiator. A larger CMC value will produce less particles when the mass of
surfactant is constant. Less particles in the reaction can lead to a higher particle size when the
monomer mass is constant. However, the micellar nucleation process is not perfectly reproducible
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(as only a fraction of micelles is nucleated) so these size differences may also be considered minor.
Table 6.3 General information of latex samples made in this study.
Entry

Surfactant a

1

SSSM

2

SDS

3

SSMD

4

-

5

SSID

6

-

7

SSMD

Monomer

Comonomer Ratio

MMA/BA

3:1

STY/BA

1:1

BMA

-

Conversion

Coagulation b

Gel c

99%

-

N/A

99%

-

N/A

97%

-

Yes

94%

9%

-

100%

-

52.5%

89%

16%

N/A

100%

56.7%

a: “-” represents that the reaction was run without any additional surfactant, but there is residual SDS from the
seed latex.
b: “-” represents that there is not any coagulum observed after the polymerization. The Coagulation percent
was calculated based on total solid content.
c: Gel existence check was run by putting dried latex sample in THF or Acetone and swelled for 2 days. “N/A”
represents there was no gel test run for the sample, but “-” represent no gel observed after swelling in the toluene
for 2 days.
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Figure 6.4 (a) Fractional and (b) instantaneous conversion evolutions of ab-initio reactions with
either SSSM or SDS.
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Figure 6.5 Glass transition temperature comparison between the latex made with SDS and the
latex made with SSSM.
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was also used to test the glass transition temperature (Tg)
value difference between the latex made with SDS and the latex made with SSSM. The plot for
this comparison was shown in Figure 6.5. The definition of dry Tg and wet Tg was discussed in
the Experimental Section above. In addition to the experimental DSC characterization, the wet Tg
and dry Tg were also predicted based on the model proposed in our previous work.152 The values
for wet and dry Tg were predicted as 45.8 and 61.9 ℃, respectively. Due to the hydroplasticization
effect, the wet Tg values should be always smaller than the dry Tg values.
Interestingly, the dry Tg value of the polymer made with SSSM is significantly higher (by 5
degrees) than both predicted value and value of the polymer made with SDS, while the dry value
of polymer made with SDS was closer to the predicted value. The significant higher dry Tg in
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SSSM case may result from two possibilities: 1. the incorporation of SSSM into the polymer chains
as expected; or 2. the compositional drift caused by the less reactive allyl group. In terms of the
first possibility, SSSM itself may act as a higher Tg block in the polymer chain resulting an increase
of the overall Tg. As a second possibility, when radicals attacked less reactive allyl groups or
abstract allylic hydrogen, less reactive radicals will be formed. Given that, the polymerization rate
could be decreased and then the system will be more flooded resulting in a compositional drift,
which would make the experimental data deviated from the predicated value. In either scenario,
this suggests the reactive surfactant is indeed incorporated into the polymer chains. To avoid
overinterpretation of this limited Tg data, further qualitative and quantitative characterizations are
needed to be conducted to solidify the successful incorporation of SSSM into the polymer chains
and the potential impact on polymer properties (such as Tg). For example, HPLC or GC can be
utilized to analyze if the amount of SSSM in the water phase is clearly decreased after the
polymerizations.
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Figure 6.6 (a) Fractional and (b) instantaneous conversion evolutions of seeded reactions with
either SSMD or no additional surfactants.
In addition to ab-initio reactions, seeded emulsion polymerizations were also studied with our
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reactive surfactants for several reasons. Firstly, seeded emulsion polymerization is widely used in
industry because it can narrow the particle size distribution and lead to reproducibility of particle
size. This is advantageous, to maintain reproducible particle size, in our evaluation of the
stabilizing performance of our reactive surfactants. Secondly, it is also easier for some
characterization methods, such as the gel test and SEM, to be applied to samples with larger
particle size.
As a set of very preliminary trials, we simply ran seeded emulsion polymerizations with a 170nm
polyBMA seed latex, which made with help of KPS and SDS. Thus, the negative charged initiator
and SDS from the seed can still contribute to the stabilization of the following-made second stage
latices. Two sets of comparable experiments have been run so far. Their kinetics data and general
information were shown in Table 6.3 (entry 3-7) and Figure 6.6-7.
According to the possible combinations of comonomers and reactive surfactants suggested by
Schoonbrood and Asua 151. Styrene and BA were selected as monomers for the seeded emulsion
polymerizations with SSMD. Its kinetic comparison with an exact same reaction but without any
additional surfactants was shown in Figure 6.6 to provide some insights on the consequence of
using reactive surfactants with double vinyl groups. Firstly, a significant amount of coagulum in
the entry 4 reaction was collected, but there was no obvious coagulum observed in the entry 3
reaction. This means that SSMD did contribute to the stabilization of the latex particles. Secondly,
the systems were flooded in both cases, which can be reflected by a low instantaneous conversion
during the monomer feeding time, because Styrene has a low propagation coefficient. Thus,
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compositional drift could significantly take place, leading to gel possibilities to form in the BA
rich chains by chain transfer reactions.
However, the gel formed by the chain transfer reaction of BA should be able to be prevented from
the 50% Styrene content applied based on the work of Plessis, et al.153 This made it all the more
interesting when gel was easily observed by immersing a piece of dried film made from the latex
stabilizing by SSMD into THF (at least 200-fold ratio in terms of the film mass). As expected,
there was no gel observed for its SDS stabilized control counterpart (the “no surfactant” trial did
have SDS in the seed latex) which fully dissolved. This interesting phenomenon indicates that the
SSMD was not only incorporated into the polymer chain, but also effectively crosslinked some
portion of the polymer chains as expected.
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Figure 6.7 (a) Fractional and (b) instantaneous conversion evolutions of seeded reactions with
either reactive surfactants or no additional surfactants, and (c) instantaneous gel content and (d)
swelling ratio evolutions of latex products with reactive surfactants.
In addition, SSID and SSMD were also studied as a surfactant for seeded emulsion polymerization.
However, to evaluate the stability from reactive surfactants, a stage ratio of 3, which is the ratio of
monomer mass to seed polymer mass, was applied here. A higher stage ratio can weaken the
stability provided by the residual SDS from the seed particles. Methyl Methacrylate (MMA)
showed a relatively similar reactivity ratio to the different di-alkyl itaconates, ~1.7, and different
di-alkyl itaconates have similar reactivity ratios to MMA, ~0.7.142-143 Thus, methyl methacrylate
and itaconate should be a possible comonomer-reactive surfactant pair according to the guidance
provided.151 However, poly (methyl methacrylate) is relatively polar and more stable (easy to be
stabilized) in water, which means that it will be hard to evaluate the necessity of stability produced
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by SSID. Thus, BMA was chosen and assumed to have a similar reactivity ratio to SSID compared
to that of MMA with SSID, because BMA has a similar reactivity as MMA.

Except the itaconate

vinyl, the reactivity ratio between BMA and allyl group contained in SSID was estimated based
on the reactivity ratio between MMA and allyl acetate (r1=40, r2=0.024).154 By comparing the
reactivity ratio of two different vinyls in SSID with MMA, it clearly suggests that itaconate group
is more likely to react with MMA. Additionally, the reactivity ratio between allyl group and
methacrylate seems to prevent the possibility of the copolymerization, but the formation of gel in
both BMA/SSID and BMA/SSMD case both suggested that the allyl group can be incorporated
into the polymer chain in some way. There is a possibility that allyl group participated in the
polymerization through the abstraction of the allylic hydrogen instead of through the propagation
of the double bond.
To explore how different types of vinyls from reactive surfactants influence the polymerization,
the SSMD was also used as surfactant for the same seeded emulsion polymerization of BMA.
The reactivity ratio between BMA and maleate was estimated based on the reactivity ratio between
MMA and diethyl maleate (r1=370, r2=0).155 This dramatic different reactivity ratio between
methacrylate vinyl and maleate vinyl strongly indicate that the maleate group can only react with
methacrylate when the concentration of methacrylate vinyl is very low. In this case, compared to
the maleate vinyl, the allylic vinyl is more reactive and has more tendency to copolymerize with
methacrylate vinyl. It could be argued that the possibility of the copolymerization of maleate group
with methacrylate is due to their unfavored reactivity ratio. The formation of gel at least
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qualitatively proved that at least a portion of maleate group is participating in the crosslinking
reaction with BMA. In turn, if maleate group can be incorporated into the polymer chain by
propagation, the more reactive allyl group should also be able to, more or less, be incorporated
into the polymer chain through the propagation mechanism.

Figure 6.8 Glass transition temperature comparison of polyBMA seed, polymer made with SSID
and polymer made with SSMD system.
Figure 6.7 shows that the SSID system was starved during the polymerization but the run without
additional surfactant did not. This may result from some coagulation that took place in the early
stage, which can be confirmed by a large coagulum collected from no surfactant case. The
coagulum fraction is roughly 16% in weight. However, there was no obvious coagulum found in
the polymerization with both SSID and SSMD cases. This means that a portion of stability for the
latex in both cases has to be attributed to the reactive surfactants added. To further confirm the
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stability of the latex particles, the particle sizes of these two latex products with reactive surfactants
were measured by CHDF. Their particle sizes, 269 nm and 267 nm are very close to the theoretical
value, 274 nm.
Gel test results of the seeded emulsion polymerization with either SSID or SSMD are also shown
in Figure 6.7. In the gel evolution plot, it shows that the gel content was decreasing during the
monomer feed time in the SSID case, but an opposite trend was observed in the SSMD case. It
should be noted that these polymerizations were both run with a starved monomer feeding profile,
the monomer concentration at any given reaction time was low, which can be reflected by the high
instantaneous conversion. Thus, even though BMA was the most reactive species in the reactor,
the low concentration of BMA in the system will push itself to copolymerize with other types of
vinyls with low reactivity. This was driven by their reactivity ratios. Except methacrylate vinyl,
itaconate vinyl is the most reactive one, so the relative more SSID could be incorporated into the
polymer chains at an earlier stage of the polymerization. Once the SSID was incorporated into the
polymer chain, its allyl group could be used to form crosslinking structure. In turn, a high gel
content was achieved at the early stage of polymerization. Due to the relatively high consumption
of itaconate vinyls in the early stage of polymerization, a lower reaction rate of itaconate resulted
from a decreased concentration of itaconate double bond, which caused a lower instantaneous gel
content in the later stage of the polymerization. When it comes to the SSMD case, due to the very
low reactivity of both allyl and maleate vinyls, the majority of copolymerization between SSMD
and BMA can only happen during the late stage of the polymerization (low residual monomer
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concentration at the late stage of polymerization), which caused an increasing trend in its gel
content evolution profile.

To confirm the gel contents in the final products of both systems

(Figure 8.), the Tg comparison of polyBMA seed sample, BMA/SSID sample and BMA/SSMD
sample was conducted. We can see both Tg values of BMA/SSID sample and BMA/SSMD are
very similar and roughly 2 ℃ higher than the non-crosslinked polyBMA seed sample. Due to the
low heat capacity change for poly BMA and the very low crosslinker (reactive surfactants)
concentration, this Tg difference is very weak and should not be overinterpreted.
Given the high reactivity of itaconate vinyl, compared to SSMD, a higher incorporation rate of
SSID was expected. From Figure 6.7, we can see the final gel contents in both cases are very close,
but the swelling ratio of the SSMD case was higher. A high swelling ratio in SSMD indicates a
smaller number of crosslink points formed in the final sample.

Figure 6.9 Typical observation of continuous film in the gel tests for crosslinked products with
either SSID or SSMD.
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Moreover, the more interesting hypothesis here is that the gel network uniformity might be
different between these two systems because they have two totally opposite gel formation profile.

Surfactant molecules can only act in a role as a surfactant when they are located on the particle
surface. Figure 6.9 presents a typical observation before running the gel test. In both BMA/SSID
and BMA/SSMD gel tests, continuous films were able to be observed after the dry products were
immersed into acetone for at least one day. The film shown in Figure 6.9 could still retain its shape
and would not be broken into small pieces even after intensive shaking. This indicates that the gel
portion should be inside of the particle instead of being a crosslinked shell of the particle, because
if a crosslinked shell were formed, the interparticle polymer chain diffusion would be challenging
to occur (preventing particle-particle coalescence). However, a continuous film can only be formed
when there is a significant interparticle polymer chain entanglement connecting polymer particles
together. This observation is also consistent with the high gel contents (roughly 60%) obtained in
only 30mins. When the gel is formed during the early stage of the polymerization, it will generate
an elastic energy that can lead to subsequent polymer formed to be separated to the outer surface.
Thus, those surfactant-containing gel would be buried inside of the particle, and those surfactants
incorporated into those gel cannot act as the role of surfactants to provide stability of the particle.
However, one should remember the timing for the surfactant incorporation is driven by their
reactivity ratios and concentrations. Therefore, it indicates that it is possible to control and tune
the location of reactive surfactants by adjusting the processing profile. For example, a semi-batch
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feed of these reactive surfactants, varying feed rate, may be advantageous instead of adding them
as a single shot at the beginning of the polymerization. In the future, carefully designed processing
methods should be applied to verify this hypothesis.
6.5 Conclusion
Four of five targeted reactive surfactants were successfully synthesized. These reactive surfactants
can be categorized into two types: monofunctional surfactant and bi-functional surfactant. By a
conductivity-based surfactant titration, their CMC values were tested at 70 ℃. Most of them
showed a CMC value within error of the CMC of SDS. One maleate-based surfactant with only
one reactive group had a slightly lower CMC, for a reason not yet well understood.
The synthesized reactive surfactants were used as stabilizers for either ab-initio or seeded emulsion
polymerization. A successful ab-initio reaction with MMA/BA confirmed the capability of micellar
nucleation and of providing stability to the latex particles by these reactive surfactants. The
observation of coagulum in seeded emulsion polymerization without adding reactive surfactant
also confirmed that the reactive surfactants can perform like conventional surfactants, even if only
adsorbed, to provide stability to the latex particles.
In addition, when bi-functional reactive surfactants, SSID or SSMD, were applied in the
polymerization, gel could be formed.

Moreover, the gel formation profile over the

polymerization with SSID showed a decreasing trend, but that of SSMD an increasing trend, due
to the reactivities of vinyls in these two types of bi-functional surfactants being different and
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leading to a different period in the polymerization when they are more prominently incorporated.
This suggests that with the adjustment of the reactivity of vinyls in the reactive surfactants, the
uniformity and content of gel should be able to be tuned accordingly.
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Appendix A Recipes and Kinetics Data of Emulsion Polymerization
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Appendix B Supplementary NMR
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Figure B1. NMR confirmations for the first two steps of SSSM synthesis.
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Figure B2. NMR confirmations for the first two steps of SSID synthesis.
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Figure B3. NMR confirmations for the first two steps of SSIM synthesis.
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Figure B4. NMR confirmations for the first two steps of SSMD synthesis.
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Figure B5. NMR confirmations for the first two steps of SSMM synthesis.
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